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2nd Baptist elebrates 102
Years
Page A-7

Rap Show Tapes At Club
"Attitudes"

crugg isters elected
Youth Scene Close Up

Page B-2

Nothing's Cha ged About The Maruko

BRI

T

'name would give national recoghe
controversial nition and the fledgling hotel
Maruko Hotel located occupancy rate will rise.
The hotel is still owned by the
in downtown San
Bernardino, became history this bankrupted Maruko Corporation
week as the old signs were of Tokyo, Japan. The group who
removed to make way for the also owns the Boniventure in
new Radisson chain, in hopes the Los Angeles and seven other

NCNW Will Host Fashion
Show At Nordstrom
Nordstrom and the National
Council of Negro Women Inc.,
(Moreno
Valley,
San
Bernardino, Riverside and Perris
Sections) invite the community
to Essence Magazine Fashion
Show Saturday, September 26 at
Nordstrom Galleria at Tyler in
Riverside. Doors open at 8 p.m.
Show starts at 8:30 a.m. Tickets
are $10.00 per person. RSVP
by calling Nordstrom at
(714)351-3170 ext. 1450.

properties.
"It gives us a chance to boycott Radissons across the country
said one caller, who asked not to
be identified at this time."
The history of the Maruko is a
bone of contention for many in
the Inland Empire. Herman

P

The Tri-County District
Association Youth Department
presents a "School Days-Back to
School Rally" on Saturday,
October 3, 1992 from 9 a.m. to
3:30p.m.
The host church will be
Metropolitan Missionary Baptist
Church, 2283 Nonh Fair Oaks
Avenue Altadena, CA where
the Pastor is Rev. Tyronne
Skinner. All are welcome!
This rally is not just for the
"Young In Age" - there is something there for everyone! The
theme for this rally is "Study to
Show Thyself Approved" taken
from 2 Timothy 2:15. Plan to
join Tri-County and enjoy the
food, folks, and fellowship.
Contact Rev. Antoine Scruggs at
(714)887-2526 for registration
and additional infonnation.
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Mistress of Ceremonies at the

,.Rev. Leon H. Sulllvan
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hat's a man to do?
Just give away
$500? For Thomas
Bingham, these questions are
still unanswered.
In April 1992, Bingham was
stopped and ticketed by an officer from the Moreno Valley
Police Department for excessive
speed in which he was allegedly
driving his car at 108 mph while
driving to work. The charge
was reckless driving. Bail was
set at $500 which Bingham paid
in cash and was not given a
receipt by the Riverside
Municipal Court at 13800
Heacock Ave. in Moreno Valley
' on April 10, 1992. All was
going well until Bingham decided to fight the case.

Re''v • Roberta
Ferguson-Branch
o•
1es Of Cancer

T

he Rev. Roberta A.
Ferguson-Branch, 40,
of San Bernardino died
of cancer Friday at Kaiser
Permanente Medical Center in
Riverside.
A native of Los Angeles,
Ferguson-Branch lived in San
Bernardino 30 years. She was a
teacher at a number of Christian
schools and a member of the Lay
Institute of Four Square
Evangelism.
Survivors include a son,
Arthur C. Branch III of San
Bemardino; a daughter, Elyse A.
Branch of San Bernardino; her
mother, Queen Etta Beattie of
San Bernardino; her father,
George E. Ferguson Jr. of Las
Vegas, New.; two brothers,

Continued on B-4
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the boundaries of age, race and
denominationalsim, defying
Choice Awards. The event will common stereotypes and categobe held September 26, 1992 at rizations.
6:30 p.m. at Sturges Center of
Singleton is highly regarded
Performing Arts.
as a powerful and persuasive
Charles E. Singleton, "Pastor communicator. He has spoken
Chuck" as he is affectionately to such diverse groups as
called, is the senior pastor of Moody
Bible
In.stitute,
Loveland Church in Rancho Evangelical Press Association,
Cucamonga, California, a con- National Black Evangelical
gregation which ranks among Association, National Baptist
the twenty five largest churches Continued on B-4
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Mo Val Courts Keep Man's $500 MY.Police Say They

The Conquerors, a prison
choir, will be in competition at
the ~ospel Fest held at Trinity
Bapttst Church on Saturday,
, September 19. The event will
start ~t .1 :00 P-~· .
Tnruty Baptist 1s located on ·
the corner
Arlington &
.l~fl'.erson Blvd m Los Angeles.

o:

in the state and the fifteen fastest
growing in the nation. Its multifaceted membership cuts across

5th Annual Black Voice People's

Rey.

Gospel Fest To Be Held

astor Charles and wife
Charlyn Singleton will
be the Master and

'

addresses the first group of America teachers selected for
his Teachers for Africa Program during a 10-day orlentatlo · session recently In
Phlladelphla, PA. Rev. Sulllvan.ls recruiting 1,000 teflehers to. to various African ·
countries to help Improve the quality of fife among t~ "com on people." The
Local Blood Bank
program Is a part of ·a three-prongecfJnltratlve that
Sulllva announced In a
Urgently Needs Type "O"
·.,.Speclal Signing Ceremonyfon''CapltoLHIII In March when he Introduced a four .yea(
Blood Donors
Due to a shortage of type "O"
.,$40 mlll!on publlc-prlvate .~ctor program ~signed to benefit su~haran AfflCa• .·
blood, the Blood Bank of San .4For,more lnforr!Jatlon C>rt J!~C~er, for ~frlca call -lF'ESH at (800)835-3530. ·
.. ....
"

Bernardino and Riverside
Counties encourages individuals
with this type to make a donation as soon as possible to help
ensure adequate blood supplies
continue for patients hospitalized in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties.
"Our current inventory level
of type "O" blood is down to
approximately 10 percent,"
notes Marianna Fowles, the
blood center's director of donor
recruitment. "This level is far
below a comfort zone necessary
to supply type "O" blood to area
hospital$," says Fowles, who
adds that blood banks throughout the nation are apparently
experiencing a similar shortage
of type "O" blood. "We were
able to get some help late last
week, but help from other blood
centers is not available now."

English, an African American poration for $10.5 million. The •
:man was just short of comple- city also agreed to a 75 year
tion, when the cost overruns, lease on the convention center
caused by city regulations and any court transactions are to caught up with him. He obtained take place in Tokyo.
The African American comletters of credit from bonified
munity
is upset and concerned
financial institutions but he was
about
the
new deal. N. Nunley a
still denied the loan he needed to
open the facility. For 2 1/l years 30 year resident said , "I'm very
it sat empty and finally with $3.5 unhappy about the way my tax
million in gifts from the city the dollar was spent"
Recently, the Chapter 11 corhotel was opened. The $22 million hotel was given to the cor- continued on B-3

Singletons Emcee People's
Choice Gospel Awards

Tri-County District Holds
Back To School Rally

At Trinity Baptist
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The case was scheduled for The clerk instructed Mr.
May 26, 1992 (case #UA00363), Bingham t submit his request in
however the citing officer did writing giving the receipt numnot appear in court to the prose- ber from the bail ticket. Mr.
cution.
Bingham did just that, and to
date he has received absolutely
nothing. In further inquiries,
Mr. Bingham rel ated that the
court clerks have stated they
have no evidence that bail was
Thusly, the cas~ was ais- posted, and for that matter, the
missed. Bingham requested court proceeding never took
some type of paperwork to place.
prove that he had been there, but I
Black Voice News contacted
the clerk said for him not to the Court, and the clerlc declined
worry, that it all was recorded. to give her name, but related
Then Mr. Bingham related that that the case is under investigahe had posted bail and since the tion and the bail situation will
case had been dismissed, that he· soon be rectified one way or
should receive his money back. , Continued on B-4

What's a
man to do?

Rusk Stands Str ng On Issues

Were Doing Their Job
BY MELVIN TAPP

P

olice procedures continue
to hinder public confidence to combat crime.
Jim Howard, who works at
Goodwill Industries related that
his 29 year old daughter who

Jewel Diamond
Comes To
Riverside

J

ewel Diamond Taylor was
the recent Mistress of
Ceremonies and worlcshop

pro-choice, a more diver- woman's rights to make her own
sifted teaching structure,
health care and fair trade
laws are a few of the issues 40th
Congressional District candidate
Don Rusk stand firm on.
Rusk who has resided in
· Redlands for 26 years feels the
current teaching structure needs
to blend more "vocational education with academic teaching"
which is a must in today's society. He says, capitalizing on
different types of learning
modes will appeal to the natural
learning adaptations of students.
Because of the nation's economic tunnoil, Rusk feels a different
approach to educating our students could better prepare them
for jobs. Though a sound education can only help in the job
hunt, practicaVrealistic knowledge and experiences is also an
important pan.
On pro-choice, Rusk says he
doesn't encourage abortion.
However, he supports the

decision "500 percent." He ·
urged, this is one situation that
government should not be
1hvolved in. Rusk feels the governments' involvement is an
ringement on our right to privacy. However, since he does
not promote abortion, he does
pport making more binh conl infonnation available.
On drug abuse, Rusk has
established an alcohol and drug
certificate program at SBVC.
·s two year program offering
56 semester units focuses on
Jewel Diamond
helping people help others help
leader at the African American
themselves. Rusk says it is a
Women's Conference in San
very extensive training program
Diego. Saturday, September 26
and was once extended as a
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. she will
training program for Patton
bring another workshop to
employees. Unfortunately the
Riverside's Holiday Inn
program was cut out.
University, 1200 University
Though Rusk's alcohol proAvenue.
gram was among the first in
"Determined to Make the
Southern California, now 50
Journey" a self-actualization
other programs exist. Rusk has

Continued on B-4

Continued on B-4

recently had extensive brain
surgery which rendered her temporarily deaf was a victim of
police procedures by the
~oreno
Valley
Police
Department. Howard declined
to use his daughters name as,
"she is already traumatized
because of those events, and in . ,
giving her name the media and
possibly the police would place
more strain on her."
Howard
related,
"On, , ,
September 1, 1992 my daughter '
was driving her car and apparently several police cars were
following her. When she
noticed _the red lights she pulled
over." At that point, approximately sever"1 police cars were
following her. When she noticed
the red lights she pulled over.
At that point, approximately
10:30 a.m. there were five police
cars present which included Sgt.
Tonseth of the Moreno Valley
P.D.," stated Howard.
"As my daughter was deaf,
communication was difficult." .
Apparently, the police had their
guns pulled and pointed at the
woman. It was with difficulty
that she explained her deafness,
but as she could read the lips of
several officers, she understood
them to use
derogatory
phrases. Additionally, she was
kept outside her car until posi- ,
tive identification from a bank
robbery in which she had been
an alleged suspect.
Not only was she the wrong
gender, but the make, model and
color of the suspect car was different. After nearly an hour
after the vehicle stop, the police
released Ms. Howard.

Continued on B-4
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Letters To The Editor Blacks Can Vote For None Of The Above
DEAR EDITOR:
-

..

. · ·.~::(;..

......

want to be treated as equals. their blond wives and children, identifiable strategy that links him
Which is why Jesse Jackson, telling Blacks from the drug to Black people and the negative
according to USA Tody, "says he's infested, poveny riddled projects perception that Whites have of
still waiting for a call from "whut" plam he does not have for Blacks. But Ointon still wants and
1992 citizens' review of our 40 member agencies.
Ointon." Jackson told the paper them . And how would a needs Black votes.
This year's review volunteers worked a total of 4,500 hours to
that he hasn't heard from Ointon discussion of affirmative action
ensure that P'lited Way donations are being used to fund quality
It's hard to aague with success.
or his staff since he endorsed the play back in Shennan?
health and human services. The agencies were reviewed on
Clinton is leading Bush in the
Arkansan at their July convention.
program performance, financial stability, long range plans and
His strategy of staging public polls by over 20 points. And you
"Their strategy is one of camera-ready events before can neither hold that kind of lead
objectives, governance and personnel practices.
distancing and detatchment," predominantly White, working nor win the presidency without
Recommendations made by the review volunteers will affect
America's most powerful Black and middle-class crowds would canying the White vote, which is
1992/93 agency funding levels.
,
politician lamented. But, as also backfire if he were to be seen 85 % of the total. Clinton, of
We also want to thank the employers-private corporations/
anyone can see on TV every day, campaigning with an uppity Black course, is counting on Blacks
schools, universities, government agencies, unions and others Ointon has other fish to fry. 'Toe who reminds Whites of civil rights voting for him simply because he
that contributed the time for their employees to take part in this
Tony Brown
whole idea is to go where the fish protests or power sharing - the is a Democrat. From the following
very imponant process.
are. You take a look at where the very reasons they left the options open to Blacks, I have
In addition, I want to thank the 44 volunteers who serve on the
Agency Relations/Allocations Committee, providing year-long
ep. Charles Rangel of bus is going, you don't see them Democratic Party in the first place. omitted voting for George Bush
guidance and oversight for the distribution of United Way funds in Harlem, New York, arguably the stopping in Black towns, you That's why he borrowed the because his strategy has done no
most powerful Black in congress, don't see them kissing Black Republican strategy.
our communities.
more to attract Blacks than has
During the coming year, thousands of people will benefit from joired a chorus of Blacks when be babies," Rangel said as he
At least the Republicans are Ointon's. Therefore, these are the
the combined efforts of all of the United Way donors, volunteers accused Democratic presidential described Ointon 's strategy of honest about their culture war. remaining options for Blacks:
candidate Bill Ointon of ignoring wooing White middle America Clinton's version of ethnic O)Vote for Ron Daniels, a Black
and funded agencies.
Blacks. Rangel berated Ointon and Reagan Democrats while cleansing is to say nice things independent who is on the ballot
Sincerely,
and said that Blacks were getting staying away from well-publicized about racial equality, but never get in only 15 states. (2) Stay at home
Tena Tucker
the message and may retaliate by Black events.
around to doing anything about it. in protest (3) Vote for Ross Perot
"My
daddy
was
born
here,"
not
voting
for
anyone
in
For example, during the aoo send a message to both parties
DEAR EDITOR:
' November. That is certainly a Clinton told the Whites in Democratic convention, the press that ''none of the above" is the best
viable strategy because as The Sherman, Texas. "I got kinfolks repons, Ointon asked three Black choice under the circumstances.
After more than decade, and especially in view of recent, it is New York Post said, "Ointon's here. And I'm a lot more like you
congressmen - Mike Espy, Bill You can hear Tony Brown's
now emphatically clear that it is time to give All the conservative shrinking lead now rests than he is," he explained in his
Jefferson and John Lewis - to weekly commentaries on the Buy
Republicans at all levels of government the heave-ho! Their exclusively on Black voters, since best down home southern dialect I
develop a strategy that would sell Freedom 900 Network by calling
policies are gradually killing this country like a slow poison. The the contest is a tie among Whites.
tell you "whut" (not "what") ... him to Blacks and get them to the 1-90054-0411 ($1.99 first min./99
~austic cutting of the domestic budget has lead to a deteriorating
" In fact, Clinton is getting "moaning like a pig under a gate," polls in lalge numbers.
cents each addl. min). Information
mfr~tru~~e, neglect ~f inner cities and schools that are tumin~ massive Black support without the he preached in perfect
When they showed up with on the Buy Freedom 900
our kids ~lhterate. Their de-regulation of the private sector has help of kingmaker Jesse Jackson, Southemese.
their $6 million plan, Ointon 's Network: 212-575-2389. Tony
resulted m gross monopolization in many industries, creating woo also scares White votes away,
This good 'ol boy, with his people said it "was unsolicited." Brown's Journal TVseries can be
global corporate monsters eliminating immense numbers of and other demanding "uppity" other good 'ol boy, would look
Clinton has therefore let it be seen on your local public
domestic jobs as they close domestic plants and open new ones Northern Black politicians who rather foolish up in Harlem, with
known that he wants no television station.
overseas where workers create the same products for American
consumers at a pay scale of around 50 cents per hour rather than
by ~erican workers receiving a wage of at least $4.25 per hour
or (this really makes conservatives bristle) union wages of $20.00 CHARLES E. BELLE
homeless natives, can stop the funds. Find a loan from a bank; "kinder and gentler" comment A
per hour (approximately). Their favoritism of big business at the
anticommunist fight of this after all, interest rates are half as pity the banks didn't read his lips
~xpense ~f the ~merican worker also shows in policies that make
nation's past and current low as those under Democratic and let individual loans out like
It nearly impossible for anyone of any color or ethnic background
oppa may have, Presidential leadership. Letting President Jimmy Caner's years. Bush let taxes rise. The reason
to stan and successfully run a small business when you consider a
Momma may have, but GOd the U.S. infrastructure deteriorate Yet, no one in their right mind the Republican Party is putting
failure rate of 85% to 90%. Deregulation also lead to the Looting
bless the child that's got his Jo the point of hours-long traffic will dare borrow a dime. forward the same old thing is that
of ~e Savings and Loan industry which we, the taxpayers, are
own," soulfully sings the iate j ams and drug-controlled neigh- "Repent! Balance they check- it has been a winning record.
paym~ for (and conservatives are supposed to be anti-tax!), an
great Billie Holliday. The Grand borhoods are of little concern to book," reads the economic reli- Ronald Reagan said it best and
amount of around 500 billion dollars.
Old
Party of the Republic is rem- these communists combatants. gious sign. Since many more we quote him for your guide in
In all this catastrophic doom and gloom brought on by the
iniscing
about how ~t has held c6e Cash for former communists bahks have returned to "redlin- picking the next President: "Are
current rule of conservative Republicans there is some hope in the
White
House by
aking comes first. Forget funding for ing", most minorities need not you really better off today than
fact that these baffoons have attained office with votes cast by
America
able
to
stand
lone
at U.S. education as state colleges bother to beg at the big banks. you were four years ago?"
only 30% or 40% of registered voters. This means that if the
the
top
of
the
military,
ndustrial
and universities tum away stu- Besides, Bush exchanged the VOTE in November.
other 60% or 70% of voters do vote, we can get rid of these idiots.
complex.
What
a
r
ord
since
dents
for lack of state and federal affinnative action clause for a
And the fact that only around 50% to 60% of all Americans
Ronald
Reagan
anq
the
current
eligible to vote are registered to do so shows that if a large
crop took office.
perce?tage of !11ose n~t currently registered to vote are registered
Often criticized for their couraf~r this upcommg presidential election, makes all the easier still to
geous
stands against communism
give th~ conservative Republicans the heave-ho and hopefully
at
any
cost, collectively, they
save this country from economic and social catastrophe. On the
account
for all the accomplishdownside, this also shows that all those who have suffered from or
ments
and
failures of this nation
w~tched th~se idiots ~ake over and trash country over the years
since
1980.
It is upon this backwithout votmg for their opponents for America's current fiscal and
ground
that
their party presents
social disasters as the fools that voted conservative. The bottom
once
again
their
multi-millionaire
line is this Register to vote throw the bums out this November •
candidate
for
President
of the
No More Republicans!!!
United States. The man with the
Sincerely,
longest resume' in Washington
Chris Ellis
wishes to return to the White
House. He can point with pride
that he has been a part of or
around every major Republican
Name:
pany decision for a dozen years.
These policies have put more
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....:..__ millionaires in his mother country than any other previous
Zip:
_
_
_
State:
Presidents.
People may be someC i t y : - - - -- - what
concerned
that the country
I HAVE ENCLOSED $32.33.
has
a
higher
unemployment
rate,
Mal your subscription form to
bankruptcy
rate,
and
broken
PO Box 1581 • Riverside • CA • 92502.
home rate than when he and his
running buddy ran for office back
in 1980. Nevenheless, more men
and women are working than
when this winnin2 two some
Today buying a home may seem like more and more of an
Established in January of 1973
took the White House Republican.
impossible dream. But that's not the way it ought to be.
"Reagan's ' roamins"' .hadn't hit
The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly publlshed on Thursday by Hardy
Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, Callfornla 92502. We may be
That's why Union Bank is introducing the Economic
the streets' homeless back then .
reached In Riverside at (714) 682·6070, 3585 Main St. Suite 201, Riverside, 92501
either, but they are in growing
Opportunity Mortgage. A realistic and affordable way for you
and In San Bemardlno at (714) 889•0506, 1583, W Baseline San Bernardino,
92411.
'
numbers now.
to make yqur dream come true.
Nothing, not even our own
The Black Volc:e News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $32.33 per
The EOM features a 30-year fixed rate loan with as little
year. Out of state subscription Is $37 per year.
as 5% down. And a flat fee of just $99 for closing costs on your
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper or general clrculatlon on July 8, 1974, case
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County.
purchase.*
.
The objective of The Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate lnrormatlon to
In
fact,
$99 covers all the closing costs usually paid for
all members of The Inland Empire.
Do
Good.
"Jut
~
I
I
by the borrower- including appraisal, tax service, title and escrow
Stories published In the Black Voice News do not necessarily renect the policies
nor the opinions of the publishers.
charges. There are no income limitations, but the property must
You will truly feel better.
The Black Voice news Is audited by the Consumers Paper Verlncatlon Service.
, be located within certain census tracts.
We have over 35,000 readers per week.
We think it's the opportunity of a lifetime. Assuming of
The Black Voice news Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
course that you can meet the minimum requirements for things
(NNPA).
like length of employment and credit history.
We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publlcatlon.
For details on the Economic Opportunity Mortgage,
STAFF .
Publishers ................................................................. Hardy & Cheryl Brown
contact the professionals at the Union Bank lending office near
Editor ....................................................................................BIiiy Johnson Jr.
you. We're located in Riverside at 3880 Lemon Street, Suite 410.
Book Review Editor .....................................................Paulette Brown-Hinds
East Coast Editor ................................................................Hardy Brown, Jr.
Call us at (714)-274-2340.
On behalf of the Mt. Baldy United Way, want to thank the 150
volunteers from the inland valley who recently participated in the
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Incumbents Are Entitled To Their Rewards

Because owning your own ho1ne shouldn't
present a

BIG PROBLEM,

Mail My Subscription To:
----------------

•

The Economic Opportunity Mortgage

Assistant Editor Children's Features.............................................Reglna Brown
Production Assistant .......................................................... .Shawndl Johnson
Distribution ...........................................................................Rlckerby Hinds
Photographer ............................................................................. Na vis Oliver
Photographer ................................................................................. .Sam James
Photographer ............................................................................. WIiiie Bellamy
AdvertJsers should con•ct Cheryl Brown In Riverside at (714) 682•6070 or In
San Bernardino at (714) 889·0506.

Volunteer Center
of the Inland Empire

(714) 881-0166

~\l/'l

W Union Bank·
Right people. Right hank.
MemberFDI
*For example, if you borrowed $150,000 at 8.04% APR, your payments would be $1,193.69 per month for 3(i() months.
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In 1909 Piney Woods Started With One Student On A Log

I

Clifton Jones founded The Piney
n 1909 a young Black man Woods Country Life School which
came to a desperately poor section has been providing a ''head, heart,
in the piney woods of central and hands" education to predomiMississippi. There nestled deep in nantly underpriviledged Africanthe piney woods was a hidden American students for eighty-three
treasure and is today the best kept years.
~ ret in Mississippi. Dr: Laurence
Dr. Jones a graduate of the

The YWCA Host Dr.
Jocelyn Elders
The YWCA of Greater San
Bernardino Board of Directors
will host a welcome reception
for Dr. Jocelyn Elders, Director
of the Arkansas Department of
Health, at the YWCA on
Wednesday, September 16,
Pregnancy and Parenting T he number of adults taking·.
and passing the General'
Conference held at Cal State,
Educational Development (GED)
San Bernardino on September
Tests increased dramatically in
16th. Dr. Elders is a champion
of school based health care in 1991, the second year in a row in
which the diploma program for
dealing with the prevention of
high
school dropouts showed
teen pregnancy. She has been
major
gains. In all, 43 of 50 states
instrumental in setting up 18
reported
growing participation in
school based health centers in
the GED program, with 10 states
Arkansas.
Her lectures
nationwide on the problems of registering increases of 15 percent
pregnant and parenting teen or more. The GED Testing Service
supports the ideals of the
YWCA to empower women and
children. The reception is
spearheaded by Jean Stephens,
YWCA Board President and Dr.
Ann Ivey. For more 889-9536.
eep your head above
water when swimming in hot
NAACP Sponsors Chlld
springs or warm fresh water
Care Food Program
lakes
to avoid a microscopic
The NAACP announces·
organism which can cause potensponsorship of the Child Care
tially deadly meningitis, warns
Food Program. All children
an infectious disease specialist
attending the NAACP Child
from Stanford University
Development Centers will be
Medical Center.
offered the same meals at no
Dr. Stanley Deresinski, clinicharge without segregation or
cal professor of medicine, says
any other discrimination against
that the single-cell amoeba
any child because of race, color,
national origin, age, sex, or
handicap. Meals will be
provided to all enrolled children ·
at participating sites.
For more information call
(714) 682-9808.
Flu Shots Available
Flu shots will be available to

University of Iowa, saw a need for
education among rural Blacks in
Mississippi. Dr. Jones started~
Piney Woods Country Life Scoool
with one student on a log under a
cedar tree, but soon others came,
young and old alike, with only a
burning desire to learn. The peo-

pie in the area saw the earnestness Is Your Life television P'?~·
and honesty of the young teacher. Mr. &!wards appealed to his audiThey contributed lumber, nails, ence to send $1.00 each to the
and small amounts of food and ~ l ; as a result, $600,~ was
moIEy to the effi>rt.
received and used to estabbsh a
In 1954 Dr. Jones gained pennanent endowment to ensure
nationwide attention when he that Piney Woods School would
appeared on Ralpl Edwards' This C O N TIN U ED ON B - 3

Number Of Adults Taking/Passing GED Increases In 1992
is administered by the American
Council on Education (ACE).
ACE's annual statistical report
on the program shows that the
number of GED diplomas issued
in the U.S. last year jumped by 12
percent. In all, 806,038 adults took
the GED Tests in 1991 in the
United States, its territories, and
Canada, compared with 763,618
the year before, and 483,854
received GED diplomas, up from
431,231 in 1990. With the number

of high school seniors declining as
a result of the baby bust, GED
graduates now earn about one of
every seven high school diplom~
awarded in the U.S.
The two-year increase reverses
the trend of the 1980s, which saw
a fairly steady decline in GED participation That falloff was viewed
by educators as an indication of
lagging national educational
attainment, and as damaging to
U.S. competitiveness in the world

economy. The trend was particulady troubling because disproportionate numbers of minority individuals earn their high school credentials through the GED.
However, a turnaround began
in 1990, as 45 states recorded
increases, 11 of them reponing
growth of more than 20 percent.
1be report states that 8 percent
more adults took the GED 1ests in
Spanish last year than in 1990.
The tests also are administered in

Beware Of Meningitis Risk In Hot Springs Warns Experts

K

Naegleriafowleri, which has tEen
found in scattered warm lakes
and hot springs in nearly all areas
of the world, enters the body
through the nose, causing meningitis, a serious disease of the central nervous system.
Deresinski cautions people
who might have heen exposed to
the amoeba to watch for early
signs of meningitis. The spinal
disease is easiest to treat in its
earliest stages. ''Typical warning
signs are·headaches, fever ~ a

stiff neck. Be Sure to tell yoUI
physician of exposure to a fresh
water lake and the need to screen
for this kind of meningitis.
"Keeping one's head above
water would seem to avoid the
risk," says Deresinski.
"Generally the warmer the
lake, the higher the risk," the
infectious disease specialist says.
Although reports of meningitis
transmitted in 'lakes are rare, "it
would be ditficult to identify in

advance which bodies of fresh
water are risky and which
aren't"
Deresinski says that cases are
most common in wann climates,
including, Africa, Asia and South
America, but cases have been
cited from Califol-nia hot springs
and Flolida lakes as well. The
good news: there appears to he
no risk of meningitis from properly chlorinated swimming pools
or from salt water, Deresinski
says.

Braille, and are available in audio
cassette and large print editions for
the visually impaired. Requests for
accommodations~ on specipc
learning disabilities increased by
60 percent in 1991, with the greatest growth in Oregon (188 percent), Florida (188 pen:ent), New
York (39 pen:ent), and California
(29 percem).
The GED originally was developed in 1942 by the armed forces
to meet the educational needs of
service members. The GED
Tosting Service designs examinations and, with state and provincial
departments of education, oversees their administration through
local schools and colleges. Since
1949, nearly 17 million individuals have taken the tests, and since
1971, more than 8 million have
received credentials via this route.
The "1991 GED Statistical
Report," which includes a stateby-state analysis, is available for
$ I 0, prepaid, from the GED
Testing Service (Publications), _
One Dupont Circle, Washington,
DC20036.

------------------------1

persons 60 years of age and

older and to any younger person
with chronic health conditions
according to Richard Thorsen,
M.D. Chief of Disease Control
for the County of Riverside

Have Press
Releases In
By 5 O'Clock
Friday.

•

''I krww' I know,..
,,
I was gonna quit smoking today, but...
.

·'.,

When You're Ready To Give Up The Excuses,
We're Ready To Help ou Give Up Smoking.

CALL
1--800--7-- O--BUTTS.
© California Department of Health Services.

. I \'
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PAL Center Graduates Honored

Bill Requires Public Hearings
On Waste Management Fees

T

he Provisional Accelerated
Learning (PAL) Center honored
fifteen graduates of its Greater
Avenues to Independence (GAIN)
program recently. Five graduates
received a General Education
Diploma (GED) and ten students
received Adult Basic Education
(ABE) Certificates.
GAIN was established as a
result of the Family Support Act
of 1988 which provided support
services for the mandatory work
requirements imposed on AFDC
recipients. The program has
received national recognition,
serving as a welfare reform
model, and was one of the programs from which the federal
government modeled its JOBS
project. Funded by the San
Bernardino County Private
Industry Council and the
department of Jobs and
Employment Services, the GAIN-

BR
' Michael A. House Named
GM Of API
. Michael A. House has been
· named General Manager of
Amalgamated Publishers, Inc.
(API),
a
media
sales
organizations representing a
national network of 120 AfricanAmerican newspapers. House
assumes complete responsibility
for the firm's operations. His
principal responsibility will be to
increase national advertising
placemem and revenues.

L

fees or charges," she added.
egislation responding to
State law requires local
complaints of homeowners governments to implement
that solid waste management plans to decr,e ase slid waste
fees are excessive was signed sent to landfalls through
into law by the Governor this reducing, recycling or comweek.
The legislation, posting solid waste, and perAssembly Bill 2567, was mits them to collect fees to do
authored by Assemblywoman so. AB 2S67 places waste
Gwen Moore (D-Los Angeles). management plan fees in exist" AB 25 67 will insure that ing statutes requiring public
residents have an opportunity notice and hearing on o ther
to review and comment on fee types of fees proposed to be
proposals," Moore said. levied or changed. AB 2567
"Further, under this bill, if rev- also makes the fees subject to
enues from the fees exceed audit and provisions of law
costs of preparing and imple- requiring reduction of fees to
menting the local integr.ated offset excess revenues.
waste management plan, they
AB 2567 takes effect
must be used to reduce the January I, 1993.

Business Profile: Wilson's Auto Supply
T

ired of looking for parts

PHOTO BY HOOKS for your car? Tired of getting
the wrong part for your car?
told me that an education was Well look no further,
and achieve those goals.
Wilson's Auto
Special personal testimony was important and now see it!"
All PAL Center students were Supp 1y
given by Rosalie Aguilar, 29 year
old mother of two who said, exposed to numerous careers that i s
"GAIN did me a favor by making will provide competitive life skills
me attend classes, if not, I and employment It is this collab. I
,
···------ --- -- · --- I
'I - ,_
wouldn't have gone to school. orative networking on the part of
,
The program pushed me to get my private, public and community
GED. It increased my self-esteem agencies that will cominue to make
Wilson
because there were times I wanted positive contributions to at-risk waithas
many
ing
to
to give up, but Stevens kept push- populations.
years
of
experience
Today's
struggling
economy
serve
you.
ing me and motivating me to go on
and knows foreign , domestic
Once I got my GED, I felt like I makes such programs as GAIN Located at 5497
could do anything, like attend col- and other services at the PAL Mission Boulevard. Mr. and antiques cars and boats.
lege. I felt "dumb" when return- Center critical to the positive Larry Wilson is owner/man- Full machine shop, a one stop
behaviors and survival of many ager. Located in this area for auto parts store. Come in and
ing to scrool, but I'm glad I did."
fifteen years. Mr. Wilson check out his service.
"I decided that if I wanted life individuals.
Additional information about was born in Riverside and
better for my kids, then need to be a
role modcl for my children by get- PAL Center services may be
SUPPORT OUR ADVERT I SERS
ting an education. The teachers obtained by calling (714) 887-7002.

PAL Center graduates show off their dlplomas.
PAL Center program has operated
since 1989.
The keynote speaker for the
graduation ceremony was Ms.
Jeni Peterson, a fonner GAIN participant who recently received a
Masters Degree in Social Work
from California State University at
San Bernardino in June, 19')2.
Peterson shared the personal
experiences of becoming a single
parent with three children, and
having to make very difficult and
prioritized decisions. She became
very active in welfare rights
groups as a result of the many barriers she had to overcome to
become a productive citizen. The
speaker encouraged the graduates
to set realistic goals for tremselves,

has worked for many other
auto parts stores: Adcock,
Big A and Allbright's Auto
·Parts.

,
.
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·
;
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BUSINESS .!RECTORY
~MARy. KAY.

Otis Jones
Attorney At

• I

Richard

Mary Hobbs
: Independent Beauty Consultant

Gardenhire

I

Law

I

J

II

(714 )820-584 7

883-3622

m.,,, sa- z,.,.,et,,

•Fire Damage
• Water Damage
• Room Additions
•New Homes
and more ...

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

!I! Welcome
Phil Tunstall!!!

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

specializing in:

Call Me At
(714) 8885579.

,at Competitive Prices

: •"- •);..,,, Enou9~ 'Jo cl',~:,
.: ~ ma.£[ E nou.9/;. 'Jo Cau

.

714-780-2692

4J'

•

Albert Johnson Jr.

! '

c/ll(a'Ltin ExtE.'Lminato'Lj,

'

~Ebony Crest Beauty Salon Welcomes Phil
Turnstall, Barberi Stylist, from the East
Coast who joins the team of Edith Bates
,
Prioleau, owner, Chrystal Washington, , ·cuNTON

a ·~

·!

Qaffu:g

Specializing in African-American Art

(714) 421 -0633

R. MARTIN
OWNER/OPERATOR

l•

Attorney At Law

. }•- ------,---=----==--------t

COMPLETE PEST & TERMITE CONTROL
LICENSED & BONDED

P.O. Box 2398 :
RIALTO, CA 92377 :

w

(714) 683 1777

<714) 686_8398
Alicia & Howard Leej

61781
uanro ay
~verside, CA 92504

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501 . · ._I

Braids & Weaves, Ruth Tatum,
lfr:~=~~~~;;;;:;::;::;~;;;::;:::;:;:;::::;::::::;!;'--------,,-~
·' ~ - --~-i4'!'j============:::=:=:=:=
: Hairstylist, Sandra McClain, Margaret ! !!!ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES,
M - t 9 :00 to 6;0 v·
Lipcomb, Debbie Scott, Betty Horton, Hair 1
OFFICE MANAGERS!!!
111141684·0484
Sat. 9 - '.J:0 0
• & Nalls, Mickey Slaughter, Hair & Nails,
PRF.SENTING
l· .
lcall for an appointment. (714) 686-1290.
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS
•

I

j

7028 Magnolia, Riverside.

1
11

A FULL-LINE DISTRIBUTOR OF
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT, PROSTHETICS, HOME HEALTH
CARE SUPPLIES, ORTHOPEDIC,.AND DENTAL
NEEDS
ONE OF THE LARGEST BLACK-OWNED
MEDICAL DISTRJBUTORS IN CALIFORNIA.

SERVING NATIOCNUASLT·OAMNDERINSTERNATIONAL

IIOATGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC.

•
ll>o you need a loan for a: Home purchase
Equity Loan, Debt Consolldatlon, Remodeilng
or Commercial Property? ·
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us at
(714) 273-7510. Wllllam Powell, President
Oran~:~~aasstt RMlonrtcogangseuColten2s0u1ltants
Corona, CA 91719

i

i

!

ORDERS SlllPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS. SAMEDAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE.
CALL TODAY FOR PRICING, AVAILABILITY
AND TO RECEIVE A CATALOGUE
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS

'

:~!:EAIMRMOCNYA92C8IR07.
(800) 899-8910

FAX (714) 693-7832

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

' Pork Rib Dinner $6.SO
Beef Rib Dinner $6.00 '. :
Chicken Dinner $S.00

m ve rside. CA 925137

t

.

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

1

v ,.."

Jot s Siar J!ighl Barber

=;T

:7

GOL F BAG - L UGGAGE-REPAIR
AN D SH OESHIN E PARLOR
5225 C anyon Crest Or.. No.7 9

SAM LEE

,

All dinners come with your choice of any two side
dishes of Potato Salad, Baked Beans, Cole Slaw,
· Macaroni & Cheese, Com Salad or Collard Greens.

'1;_.

GRANNY'S BARB QUE
12220 Pigeon Pass Road, Suite "R",
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Plaza De Majorca,
1 blockNOJthofthe60Fwy.

5

(714) 486 9282
•

hop

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIV_ERSIDE, CA 92507
14 684 2467
)
"
-JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

. .-/----·4i
-~
-- ~

(•!+ .w ~~~,

.: -

~

*SPECIAL*
Tuesday-Wednesday
1/4 BBQ Chicken ·
Dinner $3.50

,.
FRANK J. MCGD.,L • OWNER
f
*Note• Closed On Monday Includes 2 side dishes.
- -:-:-==--- -- - - --~.......,,--..~..J
. - · ~--~- ~-------- - ---d..____~_..,....,_ __,___.:__~~=======;::::;;:::::::::====:;::;;::=.;.a
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Three Coors Employees Honored By Dollars & $ense
T

hree Coors Brewing
Company employees were honored recently by Dollars &
$ense Magazine at a gala in
The Inland Empire Small Atlanta recognizing "America's
Business Development Center Best and Brightest" business and
will provide answers to busi- professional men and women.
ness related questions via Miranda Mack McKenzie,
FAX according to Director regional manager, and Carlos
Teri Corazzini. "This new James, field manager, in
service is free to any small Community Relations in
business owner in Riverside Atlanta, and Everett A. Oliver, a
or San Bernardino counties," Coors Brewing Company
Security representative in
said Corazzini.
For any information on how Golden, were recognized for
to get your business associat- demonstrating talent, creativity
ed with this service call (714) and leadership in the business
world. The September issue of
781-2345.

Business Help Line
Established

Thursday, September 171 1992
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the magazine highlights the
accomplishments of the award
winners. Some 200 people were
acknowledged at the national
awards gala.
According to Dollars &
$ense, the awards were given in
recognition of achieving a level
of responsibility that makes
them good role models for
youth. Ms. Lillian Cockrell, one
of the coordinators for the
Dollars and $ense tribute, said
"This award is aimed at the
Black who excels in the business
world."
Miranda Mack McKenzie
agrees. She and her husband,
Atlanta businessman Therman
McKenzie. were one of four

couples honored for their
involvement in the community.
"I think that it is important that
we take on the challenge of
being a role model for the community," said Miranda Mack
McKenzie. She said that her situation is enhanced "because her
husband understands her activities and, conversely, she understand his. We can both dedicate

elementary and middle schools
in the Denver metro area. There,
he meets with students to discuss the importance of staying in
school .and future career possibilities.
"The youth of today is very
easily influenced," said Oliver.
"I'd rather see them be influenced by a positive role model
rather than someone negative.

NEW YORK - "MR. JUSTICE WINS AWARD!" - Marc Lipsitz, center, Vice President
and Producer, Radio America, holds the prestigious Sliver Medal Award, presented
recently by the 1992 International Radio Festival of New York, for the Philip Morris
sponsored radio series, "Mr. Justice: Thurgood Marshall and the Struggle to End Legal '
Segregation." With him are, from left, George L. Knox Ill, Vice President, Publlc ·
Affairs, Philip Morris Companies Inc. and Murray H. Bring, Senior Vice President and
General Counsel, Philip Morris Companies Inc. Winner of the second highest honors In
the history category, "Mr. Justice" Is a series of six, half-hour radio programs
broadcast on almost 400 stations nationwide during Black History Month, February,
l 992. The series tells the story of the pioneering work and crucial leadership provided
by Marshall In defeating segregation In the U.S. Supreme Court. The three earlier
Phlllp Morris sponsored radio documentaries In this series Included: "Afro Americans
and the Evolution of a Living Constitution;" "Equal Rights Under Law: Desegregation .
In America;" "Contributions: African-Americans and the American Mosaic." The four
radio documentaries have won five awards.

Debbye Turner, Miss America 1990 (right), joined the Lustrasllk Corporation n
presenting scholarships to Indiana University Project Upward Bound students during
the INdlana Black Expo. Pictured are (I to r) MIiton Bradberry ($1,000); Patty Knight,
product manager, Lustrasllk; Rozelle Boyd, Director, I.U. University Dlvlson and Damon
Tandy ($2,000). Connease Warren ($500) not pictured.

..

time and energy to the commitments we've made. We both relish being role models."
Oliver, who works with youth
groups on a state and local level,
said "It's a great honor and I'm
very proud to be recognized in
this manner. It was something
that I never expected." His
involvement with the "Colorado
Uplift" program takes him to

Marcille's Hair Design ~

Subscribe To The Voice

5922 Magnolia, Riverside

Leonie· s Creations

WeOffer:

Blow styles, precision ts, press & curl, curls,
retouches, cellophanes, weaves & braids
Call for an -Appointmeut:
. .
·~-· 684-2710

_Riverside's Only African American Newspaper

3585 Hain &reel

.

EXPERIENCE IT ALL! .

Riverside. CA 'n501

By Appointment Only
Faahion / Interior Design

FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAUTY

ROMANCE!!!
TREAT YOURSELF TO
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

r:bon '~
Cu~tom
Cfothln9

ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT...

714 683-'28'29

McKenzie
Advertise
. Cable TV!!

3856 La Sierra
, Avenue
Riverside,
California

THE IMAGE MAKER
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
24715-D
SUNNYMEAD BLVD.,

MORENO VALLEY

•

92505

CALL US TODAY AT

SUITS• PANTS • SHIRTS

(714)924-3534.

DON GRIGGS
(714) 820-9707
By Appointment Only

FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!
W E ALSO DO PROF'ESSlONAL ACTING AND
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOUOS.

Larry Morris
Writer/ Produ~er

1

·
15 years exp. four-Audio Visual, Slide Presentation track recording J
-Radio • TV • Commercials
_ faciljties. CALL '
•Audio• Video Recording
-Voice Overs/Narrations

276-2881

(714) 789-1175

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

On

j

We would like to list
and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

•I

PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

I

f

•t'

Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Haullng
apeclallzlng In

f

Two story and single_story painting Int/ext.
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms.

t all repair or replace

•- DON'T HAVE HOME CHUR H

Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling
OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CURRENTLV HAS STUDENTS
APPEARING IN MOVIES ON STAR SEARCH ANO
OTHER STATE ANO
NATIONAL COMPETITION

Basic Wedding
Incl. Lie. - $91
Call for many other services
and Wedding programs.

Beginning thru Professional

Children Teens Adults
Private and Group Lessons
Gyrotonic Equip

3641 9th St. Riverside

Tri - Star

.

•1

/

._

/

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre

• Most Insurance Accepted
.
• Children
•Seniors

HOURS
Mon. Tues.
Thurs.
9 A.M-6 P.M.
Wednesday

,oA.M.-7 P.M.
Friday

~-

()B (t.,v,e

9A.M.-6P.M.
Satu rday.
by appt

·

106 North Eucalyptus
{Corner of Rialto Ave)
RI alto
{714) 875-1299
-

.

Call For Your Appointment j

Dr. Lloyd B. Wall?er,. ----------------1

;
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215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon

OurHoursAre:
Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15

:~ Friday-11:00toS:30- .
-.-~,. - - -1-,..-_.,._
--_,,......,,..,,. .- ~ 714-783-3344
B'B'?-~457
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COURTYARD CENTER
. ~ 1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET ~
~
:
COLTON, CA 92324
~ ,
~
Next To Berean Christian Store
~ ' ·

~~

·• ·- -;il,../d

Rialto, CA 92376

: ~ 'Dresses•Suits•Casualana'Evenino'Wear

• /11 'Pcae,,e £ ~ 1/teaect Stt,/1
J •
1 :-•

15 yrs. exp.

•

P.O. Box 2182

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
~ BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

~~~~

• General Dentistry
• Dental
Lab On Premises
.
• Same Day Repair

: Dr. Robert Williams

~~
raJ

VICTORY CHAPEL
~
.,..._.._...........&.:-84..:..-c;-~ •'' _
_____. ~
. .f ) ~ -,U'9
~~
1/t.u £¥eacllt ~ (t"we
raJ

787-8707
...-- -- ---

(714)874-3831

~,

Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & recptlon
Halls. lricludes: Minister, Organist.& water fountains.
License also available heN:' .holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal • $125 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding &' Reception • $550

Home of Riverside Dance Theatre

.,

•
'•
.•
•

I

WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

BRE DANCE STUDIO

i

.

~

VIR-M.utercud Accepted

~ i :~
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CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS
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FONTANA
Methodist
Bethel AME
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
.(714) 350-9646
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
B.T.U.
5:00 p.m.
' Prayer and Bible
Study Wed.
7:00 p.m.
Ephesian New Testament
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
•' 16286 Foothilll Blvd
Fontana, CA
(714) 823-3400
• KPRO 1570 AM
(see ad for services)
' 1

New Covenant Bible Church
P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(714) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.

PERRIS
Baptist
New Hope Baptist
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sund:iy Worship
11:00 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Jesse Wtlson
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a,m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Adventist
4:00p.m.
Youth Program

,..

Non Denominational
·· Loveland
' : Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana. CA 92336
· (714) 899-0777
' (see ad for services)

GRAND TERRACE
Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 9232A
(714)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY

REDLANDS
Baptist
Community Missionary Baptist
939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(714) 793-2380

The Living Word Deliverance
Center
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
12:30pm
·, .Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm

Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church
' Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
15950 Indian Ave., MY
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

Good News Missionary Baptist
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
P.O. Box 55743
(714) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song &
9:00a.m.
Praise Service
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.

RIVERSIDE
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 686-9406

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
Rev. H. Bratton
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
(714)788-2500
Worship Services
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
12:30p.m.
Worship & Praise

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)
Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.

Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 /
(714) 486-4864
Dr. E. Jones
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m

Non Denominational

ANOS TEMPLE
171111th St.

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714)350-9401

First Baptist

Worship With Us At

lio~ N

D

Sunday Worship Location:
Etlwanda High School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Morning Worship 1:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Jtrayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
8:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Bible Study
7 :45 p.m.
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.

hurch

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

WEEKLY SERVICES

(714) 887-5213

Hallelujah Service
Chuck Su,gldon

9:00a.m.

Praise Celebration
11:00a.m.
Cathedral Worship
6:00p.m.

mbly,.

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am
Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Blble Study & Choir Practice - 6:00 pm

7:30 a.m. - {.:1'

Order of Services

Tuesday

Senior Pastor

Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission - 1:30 pm

Loveland Church Administration Offices·
13053 Baseline Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
7l4-899..()777

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Wednesday
Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm

NEWJOY
BA PTIST CHURCH

r

l

••

'T emple
Missionary
Baptist
C}iurcb--

Raymond : Turner, Yasror
1583 West Union Street
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Pastor T . E llsworth
Gantt, II

277 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

Sunday

Service Times:

The Great Family ~

Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services 10: 15 a .m.
Nursery Opened
10: 15 a.m.

Worship services

Rev. Washington

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714)684 -7532

Riverside, CA 11507
(714)183-1587

. SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
, Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible ·Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

CHURCH
1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 9241
(714)887-1718

Worship Services

.

..:

I·

Sunday Morning Bible Class .................................9:45 am
Sunday Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
Sunday Evening Worship .......................................6:00 pm
Tuesday Teen Bible Study .......................................6:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study ..........................................7:00 pm

ST. PAUL A.M.E.

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

Sunday:
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45
AM
•
.
10:15
a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School·
·. 8:00AMMorning Worship
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
. _& 11:00AM
Tuesday:
, ee.n Summit Tuesday
7:00PM
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Wed Night Prayer
6:30 PM
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 PM .
Study
7:00 p.m.

r

Visit A Church
That Advertises In The
Directory

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30am.
Morning Worship
11:00am.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

I

8:00a.m.
9:30a.m. .
11:00a.m,
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m,

---------

Apostolic/Pentecostal

New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson

Momin~ Worship
Sunday School
Morning Worship
B.T.U.
Evening Service

Church Of Godin Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 am.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the childr~n. 7:30 p.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St
Riverside, CA 92508
(714) 780-22A0
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
5:30p.m.
BYPU (1st)
6:00p.m.
Evening

BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH

O 'Jes~

p.ml _

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Anthony Pascall, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.
•- 11 ;00 a.m.
Church Service
Adventist Youth
4:00p.m.
Services
7:00p.m.
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30p.m.
Friday Evening

_Canaan Baptist Church.
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(714)353-1010
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Bible Study
11:00a.m.
Sunday Worship
6:00p.m.
Sunday Training
Tuesday Church
7:00p.m.
Workers Meeting
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

Second Baptist , Redlands
Rev. A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)793-1074
Sunday Worship
9:15 a.m.
Church School
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Riverside Christfun Family
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Fellowship
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
1910Pennsylvania Ave.
Pastor
Riverside, CA 92507
1385 W. Blaine
(714) 684-8782
Riverside,
CA. 92507
Sunday Service
(714)
684-9160
9:20
a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30 a.m. · Sunday Service
Sunday school
10:45
a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
:Baptist Training
lUriion/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
'Tues. Teachers
Meeting
7:00p.m. Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-7532 ,
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
Sunday
Services
7:00p.m.
Bible Study
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
"Blood Bought" Deliverance
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.•
Ministries
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m. (Ari inter-denominational Ministry) Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
Pastor Patrick Belton
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Sunday Services
Wednesday
Sunday School - 10:30-11:45
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNSt. John Baptist
Crown Room, 1200 University
Rev. C. James, Pastor
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507
2433 10th Street
Call (714) 788-2563 for info.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0000
The Powerhouse COGIC
Sunday Services
Rev. McDowell
Sunday School
· 9:30 a.m.
2843 11th St
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m. -·
Riverside, CA 92507
E-v-en-in_g_s_e_rv_i_ce_ _ _ _6_:oo_
(714)684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. RUBIDOUX
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m. Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Bible Study
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
Tuesday
7:30p.m. 5306ODEL
General Service
Rubidoux, CA
Friday
7:30p.m. Sunday Services

Semces at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal
l:30p.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851

First Baptist Church ·
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

·, Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
"l
7347 Juniper Ave.
~
Fontana, Ca
(714) 822-4349

· L
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Sunday Worship
11 a.m.
Service
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Blble Study 7:00 p.m. _

,.

Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

."~veryone Is Welc.o me"•·

Rev. Charles Brooks

.

•
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2nd Baptist Celebrates 102 Years

7

Sunday At
Mt. Rose

I

W1

, Rev. Clarence Hams

..1-,
I

•

.
f
p

1992
Celebrates
·Our 20th
Year

Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.
Church Service
11:00a.m.
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 p.m.

Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pin
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tups.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

SAN BERNARDINO

Non Denominational
Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.
Cluuch of God In Christ

Carter Memorial
1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 381-4475

New Hope COGJC
254 So. Mot Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-2662

Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)
Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.

Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Corne Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided
·'

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
ML Olive Baptist Church
Lourdes Nelson
2110 Ogden St.
Baptist
"Heart of Revival Church"
San Bernardino, CA 92405
New Ufe Missionary Baptist
1890 W. 30th Street
(714) 887-4864
Church
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Order of Service
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor
(714)887-3013
Sunday School
10 a.m. 1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
Sunday Services
'
Morning Worship
11 a.m. San Bernardino, CA
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. ,
Wednesday Bible
Services
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Study
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. . Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m. Sunday
All day fasting and prayer
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Tuesday
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
SundayPrayer Meeting ·
.
Church
Children's Church
11:00 a.m. Friday
7:30 p.m. ,'
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Monday-----------1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m. St. Paul AME Church
Sunday Service
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Rev. Charles Brooks
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Study
6:30 p.m. 1355 W. 21st Street
1st & 3rd Wednesday
San Bernardino, CA 92411
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m. ;, (714) 887-1718
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
Thursday
(see ad for services)
1575 West 17th Street
Prayer & Praise
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Service
7:00 p.m. Temple Missionary Baptist Church
(714) 887-2526 Church
Radio Broadcast
Pastor Raymond Turner
Sunday Services
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
1583 Union Street
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m. Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.- San Bernardino, CA 92411

(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

Moreno Valley
Quinn Chapel AME
(Services Held At:)
24750 Delphinium
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(714) 486-9399 / 486-9389
Order of Services
Sunday School
9 am
Church Service
10 am
Biloo Study
Wednesday
7 pm
(For more information call)
Grace Bethel MBC
10250 Cypress Ave
Riverside, CA 92503
(714)352-1688
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
(2nd &4th)
Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m.
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SALE DATES
WED. THURS. FRI.

SEPJ

SAT. SUN. MON. TUES.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

MOST STORES

OPEN ·
IA.M.

FOi _ _. . _ _

~

18

TO SERVE YOU

Jlllffll
DAVIDSON
Head Phal'llllldst

Our Entire line ol

What You Should
Know About
YOUR

Your lile

VITAMINS

THRlm PHARMACY

• Men's or Women's Pllu. 30 day supply.
Reg. 10.99. SALE: 5.49
• Natural Vitamin E, - I.U.
100-ct. Reg. 5.29. SALE: 2.64
• Beta Carotene. 100 ct.
Reg. 7.49. SALE: 3.74.
• Vitanin E, 1000 1.U. SO-ct.
Reg. 9.59. SALE: 4.79
• Vitanin C with Ron Hips,
250mg. 100-ct. Reg. 3.29. SALE: 1.64
• Calclu• & Magllfli.., 100-ct.
Reg. 4.79. SALE: 2.39
• Oyster Shell Caldu• & Vitamin D,
100-ct.SOOmg. Reg. 6.29.

• We Can Easily Take Care
Of Your Insurance Billing.
• We Accept Over 3,000
Insurance Plans To Make
BUling Simpler For You.
• You Can Save Money
By Using Generic Drugs.
Just Ask Your Thrifty
Pharmacist How.

SALE: 3.14

~:::::...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

And much more!

Hi-Dri
Paaer
Towels
Regular or Recycled'.'_ _ _ __

Ml Hair Accessories

Hair ornaments, brushes, combs, rollers, cosmetic bogs and more
in assorted styles and colors.
Reg. 1.99 To 9.99 SALE: IM TO 7A9

fowe~

1.995 1.19a:
Finesse Hair Care

10-oz. Shampoo or Conditioner,
8-oz. Mousse or 7-oz. Aerosol
Hair Spray, Spritz, Non-aerosol
Hair Spray, Spray Gel, Curl
Revitalizer or Frizz Free.
Assorted formulas.

Hormel or
Hereford
ComeclBeef
12-oL

, ,.s,~
PlCI

r
si Regular, o·,e't Mountain OeW
or s ,ce.
~~
--'e'
,i-ot. cons.

~ ~.~Cf

PACK~@~~

Duracell

Alkaline Batteries
'AA' or 'AAA', 4-pock.

• 'D' or 'C', 2-pack. or
9-volt, sifttle pack.
119. 2.69. SALi: 1.99
• 'AA' er 'AAA'
2-pack.....
SALi: 1.89

2.2,:

•• 1Ue .4......L.., Alt••
I

~ -

•

!MANUFACTURERS'
:
COUPONS
I
I

I
I

·-------------·

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.
Our Advertising Policy: If an item is not described as reduced or sale, it may be at the regular price. A regular price, though not reduced, is an outstanding value. Our intention is to have
every advertised item in stodc and on our shelves. If your local store should ""'out of any advertised item during the sale period, or should an item not arrive due to unforeseen cin:umstances,
the store will issue a Courtesy Card (raincheck) on request for the item to be pun:hased at the sale price wherever available. This does not apply to clearance and d-ut sales or to
special purchases where quantities en limited to stock available. No sales to dealers. Limit rights reserved.

THRlnY AND

You... BRINGING IT HOME.

Entert inment
Thursday, September 17, 1992.
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Rap Show Ta es At Club Attitudes·
PHOTOS

Temptations Open
Farmers' Fair
The Temptations will open
the Fanners' Fair Concert Series
performing Friday, October 9 at
7 and 9p.m.
Since their inception in 1961,
the Temptations have laid the
foundation for Motwon 's success with 14 classic number one
hits and their unique vocal and
choreography style.
According to "Rolling Stone
Magazine," "The Temptations
quite simply stood as the finest
vocal group in Sixties soul; they
could out-dress, out-dance and
out-sing any competition in
sight"
With hits like "My Girl,"
"The Way You Do The Things
You
Do,"
"Just
My
Imagination," and "Papa Was A
Rolling Stone," the group will
provide enjoyment and magic
memories to a generation of listeners.
Other headline perfomers will
be featured nightly in the
Budweiser Concert Center during the 10-day event, and all
concerts are free with fair admission.
Other performers are:
October 10- Sha Na Na
October 11 - Juice Newton
October 12 - Hal Ketchum
October 13 - Mark Collie's
October 14 - The Marshall
Tucker Band
October 15 - Pirates of the
Mississippi
October 16 - Les Brown and
his Band of Renown
October 17 -Air Supply
October 18 - B.J. Thomas
Santa's Village Sets New

Schedule
Santa's Village will be open
weekends only beginning
September 14 and continuing on
this
schedule
through
Novemeber 6. Hours are: 10 am
to 5 p.m. Admission prices are:
general adm ission: (3 yrs
through adults) $9; seniors: (65
yrs & older) $4.50; children two
years and under are free. Group
rates are also available. Call
337-2481 for information.

Art Works Fair Planned
For Aiverside
The Art Works, in cooperation with the Riverside Arts
Foundation, announces The Art
Works Art Fair to take place
Saturday, October 3 from IO
· a.m. to 5 p.m. This is the fourth
annual fair where artists and
crafts people of the Inland
Empire .have been invited to participate in an outdoor show and
sale in the courrtyard and driveway of The Art Works gallery.
Each of the 24 artists is a
member of the Riverside Arts
Foundation, the county-wide
organization which supports and
promotes the arts in Riverside
County. The artists contributing
to this fair submitted slides to a
jury consisting o f Mary Lee
Peters, Executive Director of the
~iverside Arts Foundation,
Pamela Allen of the Riverside
Arts Foundation, and Connie
Ransom , Director of the Art
Works.
• In the An Works, visitors are _
welcomed by sensitive and pow~rful work by artists Dawn
Arrowsmith and Mary Allan in
an exhibit titled Bene ath the
Surface which closes at the end
of the Art F air. Guests are
encouraged to wander through
all the rooms of this exciting art 1
space to discover or re-discover ~
the work of more than fifty '
artists whom the gallery repre. sents. All o f this work plus ,
unframed work in the flat files is
available for purchase from the
gallery at all times.
There is no fee for admission
to this event The Art Works is
located at 4649 Brockton
Avenue near Fourteenth Street in
Riverside. For more information
call 781-6844.

TOP LEFT: Cencom cameraman films Raycito
among the crowd.

.
I

TOP RIGHT: Richard and
Kyle show off the free
albums they won.

can't speak for other ',,
nights, but club Attitude's '
labor day weekend jam
MIDDLE RIGHT: Rock Barry
was on.
and Teddy Bear stand
Hosted by KUCR spin-off rap
infront
of Attitudes sign.
video show "Xtra Large Rap
Up," the party attracted hunMIDDLE LEFT: Attitude
dreds of listeners who came out
crowd
jams to House of
to wreck shop hoping to get
Pain's
"Jump Around."
their noddin' faces picked up by
the Cencom cameras. The ·
BOTTOM: A couple of
footage should air in Riverside,
Attitude
partygoers take a
Wednesday, September 25 at 8
break
from dancing.
p.m. on channel 49.
Toe Black Voice did not enter
the house until midnight and the
floors were still packed. The
club is at least, the size of a
hotel banquet room (not to menti on an upstairs game room).
Still, 90 percent of the very ·
hyped-up teens made their sta•: .
on the dance floor.
Though Rock Barry (Barry
Benson), Raycito (Raymond
Griffin), Simply Shelbi (Shelbi
Wtlson) and Teddy Bear (Curtis
Wofford) are dee jays on .
KUCR 88.1 's Soul On Sunday
crew, they left the deejaying up
to a couple other dee jays while
they kept the partygoers hype;
an easy job'when considering
the dope music. And when
House of Pain's "Jump Around"
and Luther Campbell's "Doo
Doo Brown" (it surprised me
too) came on, the crowd got
hyper. So when the filming
started, the "Xtra Large Rap andKUCR.
companies in other cities,
Up" cameramen could hardly
Cencom was willing to give it a
get decent footage of co-host
Benson said Raymond try with full backing. Benson
Raycito amongst the party peo- Griffin, KUCR program director happily noted the extent of
ple. The crowd swayed him approached Cencom with the Cencom's support. He said, "We
from left to right. Afterwards, idea of a rap video"show while have been blessed. We have not
KUCR veteran of six years, enrolled in a film class offered had to p~y a cent, Cencom talces
Barry Benson explained more by the cable company. Though care of it (cost of producing the
about the "Xtra Large Rap Up" he also made proposals to cable show)."

Voices Contest Winner
Congratulations to Alexis Hazard. Her post card was selected as the
winner of a free casset single of Zoo Entertainment artists "Voices."
Check Window Shoppin' next week for a chance to win the Good Girls.

And so far, Benson is pleased
with the show and says "Xtra
Large Rap Up" is the only cable
produced rap video show in
Southern California with the
exception of one in Compton.
Still, people are tuning in to the
show.
The show is becoming so
'Xtra Large' that it has plans on
expanding to Orange County
and in three to four months
should be reached in Compton.
Though Benson is used to
' s_peaking to 20 to 30 thousand
. KUCR weekly listeners a dee
jay, he said the transition to
··:, visual vee jay was a little rough
at first. However, "After the initial show, it was pretty easy," he
admits.
The show is taped on
Saturdays for 'about two in a
half hours' and airs for 60 min.utes. Due to Benson's work
schedule he has not appeared on
the show in a couple of weeks
and said other 88.1 FM Soul On
Sunday(SOS) dee jays have
been sitting in.
Especially after the travesty
of Yo! MTV Raps airing at midnight and the loss of popular LA
radio station KDAY which was
very influential in keeping hip
hop alive in Southern California,
the "Xtra Large Rap Up" and
Soul On Sunday programs malce
Black music available to the
Inland Empire.
He feels "Xtra Large Rap
Up" and Soul On Sunday programs are so important because

as

AU ITIONS!!

AUDITIONS!!

AUDIT ONS!!
OAP Is Back!
Drarnatik Afrikan Produktions is now casting for its fourth production

"Our L_ittle Secret"' written and d irected by Rickerby Hinds.
This is a play about the far reaching effects of sexual abuse.
Wanted: three African American males ages 18-26;
two African American females ages f8-26.

Auditions will be held at 7 p.m. September 24 and 25 at
3585 Main Street conference room
(corner of 6th and Main above Pedrito's cafe).
For

further
,)

Information

ca l l

36 9- 4033 .
11,

l

"they bring cutting edge music
to the kids who listen." Their
piay lists are not based on hype,
they are based on what they feel
is truly good music.
Benson likes getting out in
the public and meeting listeners.
He says the station plans to do
more of this as well as "other
new and different things in
terms of promotions and bringing more artists into the station."
Some of the "Xtra Large Rap
Up" noted guests have been
NWA's MC Ren, Penthouse
Players Clique's Playa Hamm
and several local artists on a
special episode.
The Soul On Sunday crew
has been around for at least 15
years and has definitely been a
part of the evolution of rap to
the Inland Empire. The station
does have plans of boosting its
wattage. Benson says they are in the process of building a new
transmitter. Once this is done
they will be able to reach Wesi
Covina and Moreno Valley.
:
In addition to being a dee jay
at KUCR and a vee jay at
Cencom, Benson received his
Bachelor's degree from UCR irt . ·,
Political Science in 1989, works
in radio promotions for Walt
Disney's rap record label
Hollywood Basic as well as contributes to music columns in
renown magazines "BRE,"
"Gavin Report" and "Hits." If
you have not already done so,
check out his "Funky Dope
Manuver" Sunday from 12 to 3
p.m. on KUCR 88.1 FM.
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Scruggs Sisters Gain Attention

r:The
Children's
Emergency Phone Book

Made Available Free To
~·•Teachers And Children's
Groups

Overstocks of The Tele-Photo
Phone Book, The Children's
Emergency Phone Book, a colorin self-help book with emergency
instructions, are being made
available free by the publisher,
Mother Goose Distributing, to BY ALESIA G. BROWN
-.- teachers and parents groups will1: ing to cover the cost of shipping

-----------

: and handling.
l. The Tele-Photo Phone Book
1
relies on color-in drawings and
1 photographs, rather than words,
to identify important telephone
numbers-<lrawings depict emergency agencies, parents-at-work,
grandparents, neighbors, the babysistter and school. The sixteenpage book makes it easy for children, adults, and seniors alike to
· relate to the phone number to be
dialed.
In major good-will promotional efforts over the past several
years, The Tele-Photo Phone
Book has been implemented by
numerous corporations and government agencies around the
country. This offereing marks a
_first time for the release of the
"°oks in small quantities. The
books are being made available
:to the public while supplies last.
For more information on how to
:receive your books, call
~.,, ~818)40')-9738.

YWCA And Mahogany
Showcase Feature
Fashion Show
"A Touch of Class" featuring
"Klassy Kids" will be held
Saturday, October 3 at the
Fabulous Performing Arts
Theatre, 9460 Sierra Avenue in
Fontana. The show will run from
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. and a reception
will be held from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Tickets can be purchased for:
Adults, $12.50 in advance, $15 at
the door; Seniors/Children, $7.
Tickets can be purchased from
the Fontana YWCA and Bill's
Place Barber and Salon in
Fontana. For more information
call 357-0194.

T

zations, each paying tribute to
the Scruggs Si$ters. The Scruggs
Sisters have sung in Washington
State, Nevada, Georgia, and
New Jersey on program with
such well known artists as
Commissioned Dannibelle Hall,
The Clark Sisters, Beau
Williams and Shirley Ceaser.
W.hile singing at a Shirley
Ceaser Concert, Shirley came
out of her dressing room, when
she heard the girls singing.
She personally requested
them to do an encore, After they
sang, she came to them and
encouraged them to continue
singing for the Lord. The following week, she appeared on
the Arsenio Hall Show. Arsenio
asked her what did she remember most in all of her travels.
She said, I remember going to a
little place called Riverside
where I heard four young girls
sing. These girls could really
sing and they touched my bean.
She was talking about the
Scruggs Sisters.
The Scruggs Sisters are an
inspiration for Young People
today. They use their singing talent for the betterment of the
community by singing at programs for the benefit of the
homeless, Youth Rallies, School
Programs, a banquet featuring
Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy and various churches in the Inland
Empire and throughout the
United States. The Scruggs
Sisters are honor students at
Landmark Middle School in
Moreno Valley.

his issues' Youth
Scene Close-Up is on _
'The Scruggs Sisters".
The Scruggs Sisters are a group
of young ladies delivering the
word of God in Song.
Under the direction of their
parents Melvin and Wanda
Scruggs, each are accomplished
musicians. The Scruggs Sisters
have been singing together since
the ages 3, 4, 4, 5 and have
taken the Inland Empire by
stonn.
Donald Siler, lead vocalist of
The Real Truth and Gospel
Radio Announcer for Highway
to Heaven (KPRO), says of the
Scruggs: "The Scruggs Sisters
are an outstanding group of
young girls committed to
singing gospel music in harmony with the style of the Pointer
Sisters, but the. grace of the
Clark Sisters. Truly the Scruggs
Sisters are loved throughout the
Inland Empire, having been
honored as the Black Voice
People's Choice Award Winners
in the category of Special Youth
Currently the Scruggs Sisters
Group, each year since the are
preparing
for
the
Award's inception.
McDonald's Gospel Fest '92.
On April 19, 1991, Highway We wish the Scruggs Sisters the
to Heaven Broadcast Ministries, best in this
upcoming
President Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Competition for McDonald's
honored the Scruggs Sisters with GospelFest and also their future
an Appreciation Service featur- endeavors. Youth Scene Closeing choirs, groups, soloists, Up Salutes: THE SCRUGGS churches and community organi- SISTERS.
.------------------,,------,,

.

Poetry Contest Seeks
Entries
Arcadia Poetry is offering a
$500 grand prize in its new
"Poetic Achievement Awards"
poetry contest. The grand prize
is one of 48 cash prizes being
offered. Entry in the contest is
free and there are no fees of any
'type. Entries are considered for
publication in the Arcadia Poetry
Anthology, a hardcover collection of poetry.
Poets are encouraged to send
their work as soon as possible.
Mail to: Arcadia Poetry, Dept. C,
1101-A
Sovereign
Row,
Oklahoma City, OK 73108.
-

Los Angeles Urban League
invites you to
Connect with Opportunity"
at our 11th Annual

11

UC Extension Offers
College Preparatory
Maruko (contined from f/p)
Courses For High School
Students By Mail
po ration received a gift of won't go near it"
California high school students can enroll in college courses while still in high school and
earn transferable college credit as
well as honors-level high school
credit. The Center for Media and
Independent Learning, UC
, Extension, has just issued the
1992-93 catalog of college
'
preparatory courses and high
school cour_ses that meet UC
entrance requirements.
Students may review the catalog with an adviser or request a
free catalog by phone from any
o! th~ following locations:
Riverside area (800)442-4990.
To request a catalog by mail,
write to College Preparatory
Courses, Dept. AN, CMIL, UC
Extension, 2223 Fulton St.,
Berkeley CA 924720. A catalog
of university-level and professional courses is also available
upon request.
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$400,000 to change over to the
Radisson. "It is still owned by
the same people so I feel the
same about the Maruko as I do
the Radisson. Holcomb used our
tax dollars to keep the Japanese
in business, that's money that
could have been spent on the
Westside or in some other area
of the city. I would'nt go near
that hotel and I will not patronize
any organization, church , ect.
that uses it. Nothing has
changed." She continued, "Until
Herman English gets the same
break they gave the Japanese, I

Dell Roberts, of Riverside,
said "a change of name without a
change ownership leaves a bad
taste in the mouths of many peopie. The Radisson will still be
the Maruko and I will not
patronize it. I hope people of
conscience will follow suit"
Penny
Dett,
of San
Bernardino, said, " some people
have better luck than others, why
couldn't they come to the aid of
English when he needed help."
The controversy surrounding
the hotel continues after 5
years.

r---------------·------------,
ALL NEW

SOUTHERN MENU

CAREER
CONNECTIONS
Friday, September 18, 3-Bpm
Saturday, September 19, 9am-3pm
Westin Bonaventure Hotel
Good Joh Opportunities
50t major employers will be interviewing to fill current openings: Entry-level through
senior-level In fields from: Accounting and Fmance, Retail/Sales and Marketing to
Manufacturing, Engineering, Data Processing, Healthcare & more...

Free Career-Enhancing Seminars

At

• 10 Creative Ways To Fmd A Job
• CareerTransitioning
• Entrepreneurial Tips for the 90's
• Interviewing Techniques
• Enhancing Your hnage For Success • Discovering New Career Opportunities

BACKWATERS RESTAURANT

Resume Preparation & Copier Services

Come 1ry Homecooking Like You've Never Had Before!

ENTREES

SIDES

Meatloaf
So. Fried Chicken
Baked Chicken
BBQ Chicken
Short Ribs
Pork Chops

Macaroni &: Cheese
Black Eyed Peas
Collard Greens
Red Beans &: Rice
Corn On The Cob
Com Bread Muffins

FEATURING:

HOMEMADE DESSERTS
Peach Cobbler, Sweet Potato Pie, Fresh Apple Pie
•• AND LOTS MORE OF YOUR FAVORITE COUNTRY DISHES.,.
BEGINNING MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1992
"FROM THE sourn TO THE MOUTH"
Don't Be Left Out - Make Your Reservations NOWIII
.__ _ _ _ CALL (714) 466-1186 - - - - ~
BACKWATERS RESTAURANT

10877 Foothill Blvd, Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Available at a nominal charge. •

$7.70 Per Day Parking
At Arco Pl37.a, World Trade Center
with Connections '92 validation.

(§) Los Angeles Urban League
Where success is working
3450 Mt. Vernon Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90008
213/299-9660
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Def Comedy Jam Tour Stops In San Diego
BY BILLY JOHNSON JR.

he gets to the part that says,
" ... We can just sit back,
relax ... or just let K-Ci or Jo Jo
sing us a verse or two." The
music comes to a halt and
Bellamy snatches off his glasses
and says, "BUT WHAT ARE
YOU GONNA DO!"
Even all the women fell out
laughing. Bellamy is a natural
and had fun reflecting back on
Saturday morning television, his
strict up-bringing in Newark and
playing games as a kid.
After the show he took a few
minutes out to tell the Black
Voice about his background in
com~dy.-

Russell Simmons.
BV: I am glad your finished
school. Your bio did not say
whether or not you were able to
finish. So what did you major
in?
BELLAMY: I majored in
Economics and Marketing.
BV: So what's that, something
to fall back on?
BELLAMY: Well you know, I
am marketing myself and economically I'm doing fine.
BV: Now what kind of other
things do you see down the line?
BELLAMY: Right now, a very,
very serious tv/film career for
me. Things are going good for
· me now and it looks very good
BLACK VOICE: I noticed you ', ·for me in 93.
got your start in college at BV: Are you looking at a possiRutgers University. How did ble tv sitcom?
the first comedy show come up? BELLAMY: Yeah or movies.
BELLAMY: It really started I'm getting ready to go man.
with hanging out with my (He humorously, gestures that
friends and it was a talent show his career is about to take off.)
at my school and I just said I BV: What is it like working
wanted to try out my hand at Martin Lawrence?
comedy for a minute. I went up BELLAMY: He's hilarious and
there and it was successful. I I am very happy for Martin right
just told four or five quick little now? Martin has his own show.
stories about myself and every- I wish him the best. It (Martin's
body laughed. So I got the itch. success) just gives you the optiI said man, I could do this. And mism for that there's a chance
I kept trying and once I graduat- for you too. I mean its a chance
ed I went to the clubs, did open for every person who is ambimic nights and stuff. It
turned into meeting

BIii Bel~a~y
.
. Hea~lbmng the show, comed~an Bill Bellamy who has surv1~ed the AP?llo, sto~e the show
with a routme takmg ~ well
deserved s~ot at R&B/lup hop
group JodeC1 °!'ember Devante.
Bel.~amy ~imply_ wanted_~?,
know. ~at,s up with Jodec1.
He said, ~a 11 know the group.
· The one with four members and
only two sing. You know the
two I'm talking about - K-Ci
and Jo 1?. The other, two d~n 't I continue to operate. Recently,
do nothmg. Yeah, I m talk1?g the spotlight has been put on the
about ~vante ~d Mr. Dalvm. school once again. A research
They thm~ they re all th at_ and team and film crew from the
they d_on t do a d ..... thmg. CBS news program Sixty
Especially Devante. Let me Minutes visited the school for
, show y~u Devante.._.". B~llamy . several weeks in May of 1992, to
then, d1~ a perf'.ect 1m1t~!1on of film a segment on Piney Woods.
Devante s role m Jodec1 s song It will air fn September or
"Stay." With the help of Kid October
Capri, the intro to "Stay" comes
·
on and the lights go dim. When
Among it's many supporters,
the lights come on and Bellamy Piney Woods School is fortunate
turns around, he's wearing the to have persons such as Charles
Devante shades and lip syncing
Devante's words and mimicking 1
his gestures to a tee. The •
women start going crazy. When I

Piney (contined from A-3)
M. Schulz, creator of the
"Peanuts" comic strip, and Joe
and Carolyn Camp creators and
producers of the canine superstar
"Benji," and many others. If you
would like more information
about Piney Woods School,
please contact us at the above
address or give us a call at
601-854-2214, ext. 62. You are
also welcome to visit our campus anytime, which is located
twenty-one miles south of
Jackson on Highway 49.
I

tious enough to go after their
dreams. I encourage everybody
else .. .If there's something you
want to do, try it.
BV: Cosby is one of your
favorites who you look up to.
Why him?
BELLAMY: Because he's
clean. He has a great image and
I thought that it was something I
always wanted to have - a great
image and not be a real dirty
comedian and still make people
laugh.
BV: Where do you get your
motivation for the stuff you talk
about?
BELLAMY: My motivation is from everyday
things
in
life.
Newspapers. Funny
things that happen to
you, happen to me or to
our families, our
friends and we talk
about 'Ah man that's
funny.' Ideas. You
think of funny things
and the next thing you
know, you got a whole
show. And that's how
I'm on it.
Look out for Bellamy
to be f ea tu red on
HBO's "15th Annual
Young
Comedians

Hurry Up And
Reserve Your
Space For
Next Week's
Paper. For
Prices And
Deadline
Information
Call (714) 682-

on her being a lady, which
allows her to say anything she
pleases; from growing up popr
and inventing games to play to
todays absurd song lyrics; and
Reggie McFadden of Brooklyn
who got the audience with his
description of street fights, life
in the projects and racists who
wished they could still can
Blacks that five letter 'n' word
in public like they used to.

Special." He was one of six
comedians nationally chosen for
exposure for their potential in
the business.
The show also featured the
excellent turntable skills of the
one and only Kid Capri who
opened up the show like a
concert; He had everyone out of
their seats sayin' "Ho."; Host
Bernie Mac of Chicago, telling
tales between each set going
from marriage to the "show" of
religion; Adele Givens of
Chicago who based her comedy

'

McCaskil Communications
contributed to this article.
·

Transition Information Day
For families of children with
disabilities ages 0-36 months.

Are you prepared for the changes that
will take place when your child
reaches age 3?
All sessions will also be presented in Spanish

Date: Thursday, September 24, 1992
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Place: YWCA- 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California
Light lunch will be provided. Child care will be
available at no cost (reservations are required).
Please bring a lunch for your child.
Call Carmen Knibbs at (714) 787-6504 by
September 24, 1992 to make reservations.
Sponsored by Interagency Council for Early Intervention
Riverside County Committee

6070.

Support Our Bdvertisers

L e I e t i -K h u m a I o

Whoopi Goldberg

She was their teacher.
They were her hope.

:.::~t;\:. .,pj/~.
··-:,.❖-

Fri., Oct. 9 & Sat. Oct. I0
at the Riverside Convention Center
3443 Orange Street, Riverside
featuring:

Sergio Mendes,
Chick Corea,
Tom Scott:, Kilauea,
J azper, Rod Piazza and
The Mighty Flyers,
John Beasley,
and more ..•
Order Tickets by Phone: (714) 787-7950 or any
TICKETMASTER Outlet
Tickets: $.IO (adult) Friday/ $15 (adult) Saturday.
(Senior, Military, Student and Child tickets prices available.
rs
·"\ Ask about our group discounts.)
~

~

~~~

Sheraton Riverside
H O T E L

MUftlte " - U • I MAY COMPAHY I TOW . . .

(213) 480-3232 • (714) 740-2000
(805) 583-8700 • (819) 278-TIXS

'
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SARAF INAI
The Sound of Freedom

HOLLYWOOD PICTlJRfiln1 MIRAMAX FilMS-,.,ANANf SINGH1DISTANf HORIZONn1IDEALFILMSl'lesm:n .-..,VIDEOVISIONENTERPR!Sr:5 LF.SFilMSARIANE..i.. BBC 1DARRFLLJAMESROODTFh
SARAFINA! WHOOP! GOLDBERG MIRIAM MAKEBA JOHN KAN! MBONGENI NGEMA 1111~LFIBTI KHUMAW. SARAFINA
-:,'lMBONGENI NGEMA ~~MBONGENI NGEMA =HUGHMASEKELA =SfANLEYMYERS
~MICHAELPITTERSwMBONGENI NGEMA =KIRKD'AMlCO SUDHIR PRAGIEE ~WIUJAMNICHOLSONIX!MBONGENI NGEMA
IIIIINMX ::.;:: =DAVIDIBOMPSON ~ ANANfSINGH em::DARREllJAMESROODT IDL:~J ~
~

1

1.

,..

'

~~

PG-13 PAIIBlTIITRGNl:lYCAUTI0NEIO
s....u,1,,111u,ya.1no

EXCLUSIVEENGAGEMENT

STARTS FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18th
PRESENTED 1N

•rn ••...,,_,

9

·s, l

rletobQilld,.,U-13 <II>

PA CIFIC

11,1,lq

]BX•

Dil r~~~~:::::~:r:·*
1

Soundt1a~Alt:um Available
On OWESTIECOflDS

Advance Tfokeu For AU Perform...,..
Now on Sale A t the El C apitan Box Off.cc.
Credit Card Purchase. By Phone: (2 13) 757--iPAC
Hand)Capped Acustiblr, Sound Enhancement For HHrinC

f.,.,.;r.d. AmplcP.,.luneBchmdThcatn.

AUTHENTIC COSTUMES AcnJALLYWORN
DURING THE FILMING OF 'SARAFINA! '
ON DISPLAY IN THE EL CAPITAN'S MAIN LOBBY!
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE -CALL (818)567-5551
HOLLYWOOD (213) "67-7674
DAILY: 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:-10, 10:15

'ft1fffl~

.~~w~~

HI.LYW... PICTIJlfS-

REGULAR ENGAGEMENT

STARTS FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 25th
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
NO PASSES OR DISCOUNl'11CIETS
AOO!P11!1) FOR IBIS ENGAGEMENI'

'

•

.
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(
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Moreno Valley News
BY CHARLES LEDBETIER

accepting yourself unconditionally as a valuable and worthwhile person. The more you
like yourself and respect, and
consider yourself to be a truly
good person, the more you will
beleive in yourself, the more
you are willing to listen to
another person, the more confidence you will have in your
ability to say an do the right
things at the right time. To me
there is nothing more important
• than this. These are some
attributes that can develop a
good School Board members.
University East Optimist

Exposition
Park
will
honor/induct the following
people: former Laker Michael
Cooper; former Dodger Don
Newcombe; Mayor Tom
Bradley, who competed in track
and field at UCLA; Joe Weakly,
a longtime high school
basketball coach who works
extensively in summer leagues
on many levels; Mike Garrett,
a Heisman Trophy winner while
at USC; Valerie Brisco, a track
star in the 1984 Los Angeles
.
King Arthur is stable: Olympics; and former Ram Paul
' Fonner tennis champion Arthur "tank" Younger. This is the
• Ashe was in stable condition, second group to be inducted in
~ two days after suffering a minor the Black Sports Hall of
• heart attack. Ashe earlier this Fame................ .
' year announced that he had
Hatfields vs McCoys: Since
contracted the Aids virus during
a 1983 heart bypass operation, 1982 this rivalry has been at
,before blood was screened for peace. But, suddendly the peace
,the fatal disease in 1988. King has been broken as Riverside
:Arthur, 49, arrived in the Community College (RCC) and
,. emergency room at a New York San Bernardino Valley College
. ~··hospital, after experiencing (SBVC) resumed their gridiron
. l,~:chest pains in his Manhatten wars.
The result was a 53 to 34
~ apartment.
SBVC
victory over RCC at
People dig deep in your
Wheelock
fie~d. SBVC, the
· :' earts and find a special prayer
defending
Foothill
Conference
· Yt for one of Black Americas' and
champion
defeated
RCC
for the
· :~ :·. appa Alpha Psi 's finest
25th
time
against
31
losses
and
· ~~um anitarians
&
role
avenged
their
1982
lost
to
RCC
models...............
in the Lions Bowl.
This storied rivalry began in
Brothers in the Hall: Sept.
1926,
continued through 1980,
· 19 will culminate a week worth
and
exsisted
as one of the Inland
.of activities celebrating Los
Empire's
longest
standing fueds.
Angeles' African-American
The
series
was
dropped
in 1981
Sports History. Cermonies in
when
RCC
joined
the
Mission
front of the California AfroAmerican
Museum
in Conference.
SBVC stars of the game
4

:.-

,

and
Dorris
William's,
Secretary{freasurer Teri Hunter,
Past President James Henderson.
The Two year Board Members
are Princess Jones Barbara
Tyree and Margaret Rochelle .
Come out and be with some
wonder people who believe in
the future.
Installation of these news
officers will be on Saturday,
September 19, 1992.
The Optimist Creed: Promise
yourself-to be so strong that
nothing can disturb your peace
of mind. To talk health, happiness and prosperity to every per-

son you meet. To make all your
friends feel that there is something in them. To look at the
sunnyside of everything and
make your optimism come true.
To think only of the best, to
work only for the best and
expect only the best. To be just
as enthusiastic about success of
others as you are about your
own. To forget the mistakes of
the past and press on the greater
achievements of the future. To
wear a cheerful countenance all
times and give every living creature you meet a smile. To give
so much time to the improve of

yourself that you have no time
to criticize others. To be too
large for worry, too noble fo r
anger, too strong for fear, and
too happy to permit the presence
or trouble.
(Optimist
International).
As We Think: A particular
train of thought persisted in, be
it good or bad, cannot fail to
present its results on the person
and circumstances. A person
cannot directly choose their circumstances but they can choose.
their thoughts, and so indirectly. ~

',were Mike Maxwell (completed
fO fof 15 passes for 151 yards)
Father and Son covers
and Jimmy Love (rushed for 122 trickle-up economics: My son
yards in 33 carries and scored 3 (Leland IV) and I recently
touchdowns). RCC quarterbacks covered Byron Scott's 6th
threw 4 interceptions, with annual Challenge for Children
SBVC's
Craig
Newson Charity Pro Stars basketball
returning one interception I 00 game, held at the University of
yards for the games last California Irvine Bren Events
score..............
Center.
The Challenge Weekend
Bull in a China Shop: In includes the National Basketball
front of 19,100 at the the Association (NBA) sanctioned
Thomas and Mack Center, Julio charity basketball game (this
Cesar Chavez bulled through distinction means the game must
Hector "china shop" Camacho, adhere
to
str'ict
NBA
winning a lopsided descision performance and accounting
and successfully defending his guidelines), a black tie & tennis
World Boxing Council super- shoe dinner, radio-controlled car
lightweight title.
race, and a celebrity-amateur
Chavez (81-0, 70 knockouts) tennis tournament. This annual
is generally considered the best set of events has assisted more
pound for pound practitioner of children charities than almost
the sweet science in world any other event in Orange
today...............
County.
Its a good thing the trickledown policy is not in effect for
Trivia Question: Who this great event, because if it
recently re-staked his claim to was, the players would get the
being the worlds greastest money first and trickle it down
athlete by breaking the World to the charities. Fortunately this
decathlon record? Who held the economic policy is not in effect
former record? .............. .
here, because all the proceeds
from the Challenge for Children
Bull in a Golden Shop: Charity weekend goes directly
Oscar DeLa Hoya, the only to Charities.
American to win an Olympic
'Ole charity game was hosted
gold medal in Boxing at by Scott and included fellow
Barcelona, has reportedly struck NBA players Vlade Divac, AC.
gold. Oscar entered the Golden Green, Elden Campbell, Sedale
Shop and signed a promotional Threatt, Olden Polynice, Cedric
and managerial contract with Ceballos, Bimbo Coles, Blue
Steve Nelson for nearly $ I Edwards, Oiff Levingston, Kurt
million...............
Rambis, Armon Gilliam, Pooh

Richardson, Gary Grant,
Anthony Peler, Mark Eaton, and
Tracy Murray.
Game notes: It must have
been a charity game when
Rambis pulls up for a 3 pointer
- Cooper can still play ' D' the Laker girls were in the house
- Rodger Mosely was the
animated court side comentator
fan enthusiasm was
supprisingly intense - fitting

opportunity for children results
from this weekend and
hopefully the children will have :
it better than we did. But, they !1
must also take advantage of the '!
opportunity" ............ .

Club: The September 3rd meeting was very informative. Our
guest speaker was Pinkie
Underwood, a long time friend
of mine from our AF days. We
served in Japan together and
other places. He is a Revenue
Agent with the Internal Revenue
Service. The dinner was great
thanks to Jay Ward. Our next
general meeting will be
Thursday, October 1st, 6:00 p.m.
at Stratton Center, Boardwell
Park. This will be the inaugural
meeting for our new President,
Shirley McKinley, also we will
have Vice-Presidents Jay Ward

People's Choice Awards (~ontinued from front page)
Convention, Disneyworld and a
-yariety of professional athletic,
church and other types of
national conventions.
~ A former staff member for
Campus Crusade for Christ,
Singleton remains extremely
concerned about the plight of
young people in urban America
and receives frequent requests to
~peak on college and university
qampuses. He has also penned
articles covering a range of religious and social issues for
numerous newspapers and magazines throughout the country.
: Among his other professional
affiliatioQs, Singleton is a cur' . ~nt board member of ~alifornia
State University, San Bernardino
and has served as a chaplain
~peaker for most of Southern
California's professional sports ·
teams including the Rams,
Raiders, Clippers and Angels.
He is president and founder of a
spiritually oriented, humanitarian
organization
named
Rarambee.
· Singleton and Charlyn have
qeen married for nineteen years.
Together, they are the parents of
four children, Chuck, Chris, .
Corey and Carey.

Charlyn Singleton's is known
throughout the Christian
Women's circuit as head of the
spirit filled God's Woman's
Conference held annually in
Palm Springs.
The conference each year has
an audience of 2,500 from all
over the United States.
Women learn the skills to
make it in the changing society
as taught in the Holy Scriptures.
The purpose of this event is
to pay tribute to Christian performers - gospel singers, choirs
and musicians - of the Inland
Empire. The program will be
highlighted by local ministers
presenting awards to those being
honored. Some of the featured
gospel talent who will be performing selections will include:
Message (house band for the
occasion), Pastor
Chris
McShane, Sheila Turner, Higher
Calling, Willie Horn, Tammy
Gibson, Harvest Field Singers,
Margo Morgan and Judy
Arnold.
Tickets can be purchased at
the following locations: Fontana
- P and D Video, 7863 N. Sierra;
Rialto - Accents Gifts and
Literature, 425 W. Foothill; San

Bernardino - Black Voice News,

Moreno Valley Police
(continued from f/p)
Ms. Howard went directly
home and reported the incident
to her father, Jim Howard.
"I went to the police department and in a conversation with
Sgt. Tongseth, he was of the
mind that the car my daughter
was driving was brown, but it's
maroon, and there is a vast difference in those colors, especially in broad day light. Later I
went to the bank and was told
that the robbery had been committed by a man. Finally, when
I returned to the police department, a Lieutenant Russel verbally apologized for the incident.
The problem is that my
daughter was victimized and
traumatized syndrome. I subsequently checked the Riverside
Press Enterprise for the various
siren alarms for police and fire
departments, and to date, this
incident has never been reported. My daughter and my family
are very upset, and we are seek-

~oreno Valley Courts {continued from front page)
another.
,: Bingham related, "The clerk
t~ld me that I would get the
<;peck in the mail. Since that
tf.me I've received nothing
~garding my money, in fact the
cpurt and D.A. couldn't help
Q1e. Then I received a letter
f.tom the state of Calif. that for
· '.tfie "Reckless Driving" case my
; ~ ' _license could be revoked." The
: · derk stated that the money
, • · would be received in 4-6 weeks
: i · :after May 26, 1992.
Bingham has been remanded
to court on Thursday, September
17, 1992 for one of 3 new tickets since then. Prior to the original ticket he hadn't received a

ticket in 19 years and his auto
insurance has nearly tripled.
Bingham
called
the
Department of Motor Vehicles
in Sacramento regarding the
original case and was instructed
to get a better showing that the
case had been dismissed. "Of
course they haven't given me
the letter because that would
also prove that I was there and
that they (Riverside Municipal
Court) owes me my $500. In
fact Sacramento OMV related
that they've had other people
complain about that court," stated Bingham.
. "This last ticket, the same
officer who gave me the first

158 3 W. Baseline St.;
Kennedy's Beauty Supply, 1090
Highland Ave.; Evan's Bible and

ticket said that he clocked me at
56 miles per hour, but from
where he was, he was unable to
even see me, and there were
other cars driving alongside me,
but I was the only one that got
stopped.
I work at the school for the
deaf so I have to go that way
everyday and I feel that in the
light of all this about my $500
that I'm being harassed. Until
that first ticket I had not gotten
in ticket in 19 years," related
Bingham.

., '
~

Trivia Question Answer:
Dan "I bombed in the
Olympics" O'Brien. Dan, 1991 ,:
world champion, accumulated .'
8,891 points, erasing the mark ::
'•
'•
·,
.,'•

.,'•
'1
.,'•

.,.,.,
'•
'•
'
••

••

Byron Scott
end to the game saw Scott sink a of 8,847 set by Britain's Daley
one and one to put his team up Thompson at the 1984 Olympics ·
138 to 135. Tracy Murray had a in Los Angeles. O'Brien became
chance to tie the game at the the first American to hold the
buzzer with a 3 point attempt record since Bruce Jenner in
1976.......... ........
that missed.
Byron says," The increase
Gift Store, 1455 W. Highland
Ave.; Moreno Valley - Majestic
Sound, 23963 Sunnymead
Blvd.; Rainbow. Performing
Group, 656-5622; Riverside Black Voice News 3585 Main
St., Ste. #201; Ebony Crest

Beauty Salon 7028 Magnolia
Ave.; Special Touch By'
Blanche, 4158 14th St.; ,
Victorville - Luther Pringle,,
(619)245-5640; Perris - Scorpio•
Barber and Beauty, 393
Wtlkerson Ave. Ste. C. For more
info. call 682-6070.

ing legal counsel to sue the Jewel Diamond
Moreno Valley P.O. for harassment, unlawful detention and (continued from front/page)
inherent damages to my daughTaylor, the seminar leader, is :
ter," related Mr. Howard.
a growing national speaker in
Black Voice News contacted
demand in churches, businesses,
Moreno
Valley
Police
prisons, and conferences.
Department to Sgt. Tonseth,
Taylor is also the author, poet,
who related, "We received a
and Founder of the Enlightened
radio call of a bank robbery that
Circle in Los Angeles, San ·
the suspect was a Black female
Diego, and Seattle, WA. for per- !
driving a tan over brown
sonal development and selfChevrolet type vehicle. This
esteem.
was near the Frederick Center
The workshop will also feaarea. Shortly thereafter one of
ture a Black Women in Film. I
our officers observed a GM type
Exhibit. By Dr. George Hill,. ;
vehicle which generally
this exhi bit presents a mini-•.
matched the description of the
exhibit of film memorabilia om ;
reported vehicle as it was tan
Black women in film . The:.
over brown or maybe oxidized Dr. George HIii
exhibit will showcase posters,, ·
maroon. We, as I arrived on the
scene, conducted a felony seminar that will lead you to an pictures, and lobby cards spansearch, but because she was increased level of success and ning five decades of beautiful, ·
talented African-American
hearing impaired she didn't awareness in:
respond, so we had to proceed
• positive thinking • self- actresses including Lena Horne :
very cautiously until we knew · \ esteem • cultural renewal • spiri- and Ethel Waters "Cabin In The ,
what was going on with the sus- tual balance • courage to change Sky;" Dorothy Dandridge and .
pect.
• goal setting techniques • self- Pearl Bailey "Carmen Jones"'
Once we were aware of her determination • heal emotional Pam Grier "Coffy'" Diana Ross
impairment, we holstered our wounds • wholistic health "Lady sings The Blues,"
drawn guns and kept her at the lifestyle • overcome limiting Whoopi Goldberg, Oprah
scene until the witness teller habits and • activate inner Winfrey, Margaret Avery, "The
Color Purple," and director Julie ·
continued on B-5
knowledge.
Dash's "Daughters of the Dust."
Obituary: Rev. Roberta Church, 1583 Union Ave., San The full exhibit was recently
Bernardino. Burial will beat displayed at Marla Gibb's
Ferguson-Branch
Pioneer Memorial Cemetery, Cross-roads Theater in Los
(continued from f/p)
211 E. Ninth St., San Angeles.
Bernardino.
For further into or to purchase
George E. Ferguson III of San
Don Rusk
tickets, call Crystal Clear
Bernardino and Steven D .
Communications (213)964-1736
Ferguson of San Diego; and a (continued from f/p)
or (21 3)964 -2513 or Sylvia
sister, Kimberly M. Miles of
Victorville.
·
also received a Pioneer Award in Kelly (714)242-9367. You can
Visitation will be noon to 8 March 1990 for his outstanding also write to PO Box 83236, Los
p.m. Thursday at Tillie's contribution and significant Angeles, CA 90083. Tickets are
Memorial Chapel, 1557 W. leadership in reducing alcohol $15 in advance or $20 per perBas~eline, San Bernardino. and related problems in San son at the door. Call now to
guarantee your "Determined to
Services will be at 11 a.m. Bernardino.
Make the Journey Workbook"
Friday at Temple Baptist

-----------
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CBBB Tips On Buying A Used Car
•••

I

'

E

ach year, according to
the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC),
consumers spend about $85
billion to buy more than 17
million used cars. They choose

a used car for its indisputable
advantages: lower price than a
new car; slower depreciation;
and greater flexibity in cost and
availability.
Of course, along with these
are certain risks: a used car may

have major mechanical or
structural problems; replacement
parts may be hard to find; the
seller may misrepresent the car's
mileage or condition; and
warranty coverage may not be
available.

"ON THE LOT" CHECK LIST
Consumers Shmdd Perform Before Buying A Used Car
Reported In
'·
"TIPS ON... BUYING A USED CAR"
· OBody - Look for rust, particularly at the bottoms of fenders, around lights and bumpers, on splash
panels, under doors, in the wheel wells, and under trunk carpeting. Small blisters may indicate
. future rust sites.
Window·glass and lights - Look for hairline cracks and tiny holes.
Tailpipe - Black, gummy soot in the tailpiµe may mean worn rings, or bad valves, and expensive
repairs.
OShock absorbers - Lean hard on a corner of the car and release; if the car keeps rocking up and
down, the shocks may need replacing.
OFluids - Oil that is whitish, or has white bubbles, can be a sign of major mechanical problems.
Check the radiator fluid; it should not look rusty. With the engine idling, check the transmission
fluid; it should not smell rancid, or look dark brown.
OLights and mechancial parts - Make sure all headlights, taillights, brake lights, and directional
signals work properly. Test the radio, heater, air conditioner, and windshield wipers.
r:J/nterior - Check the upholstery for major wear and tear; do not forget to look under floor mats
and seat covers. Check the adjustability of seats, and make sure all seat belts work.

The
smart
shopper's
challenge is to make the most of
a used car's advantages, and
minimize the risks. With this in
mind, the Council of Better
Business Bureaus has updated
and revised its pamphlet, "Tips
On... Buying a Used Car," to
assist those consumers who may
be searching for a used car.
"Tips On ... Buying a Used
Car" offers consumers "preshopping" steps to take before
searching for a used car;
outlines various sources to

consider when looking for a
used car; and provides "on the
lot" and "road test" checklists to
follow when evaluating a used
automobile.
The Council of Better
Business Bureaus, Inc. is a nonprofit organization.
"TIPS ON ... BUYING A
USED CAR" is FREE (10
pages.). A $1.00 fee is required
for postage and handling.
The booklets and pamphlets
published in the Council's
Consumer Information and

Business Advisory Series offer
helpful tips on more than 90
topics of consumer and business
interest.
For a single copy of "TIPS
ON...BUYING A USED CAR",
send your request and $1 ,
postage and handling fee, along
with a self-addressed enveloped, ·
to the Council of Better
Business Bureaus, Inc., ,
Department 023, Washington, •
D.C. 20042-0023.
;
Bulk Orders are available. :
Call (703)247-3910 for details. )

•

•
•

The best ti res at the best
price & the best service

Guaranteed•

Moreno Valley Police (continued from B-4)
drove by to identify her as not
being the suspect. We took care
in asking whether she (the suspect) was alright. She said,
"I'm a little shook up, but I'll be
o.k." Then we let her go with
another apology.

also rendered an apology. You
have to understand that we
would have to do as we did as
this is our job and oftentimes a
witness may be slightly mistaken, and when we have sketchy
information, it is our duty to the
public to attempt1o locate susLater that day, Mr. Howard pects as quickly as possible. In
came to the station and in our the light of those events where
discussion it was determined the Howard vehicle was seen on
that the car was in fact maroon, Frederick and was driven by a
but it was oxidized and could Black female and the car ws
have been mistaken as brown by similar to the one identified by
a witness and in fact, I thought it the witness, we really had no
was brown. I. myself apolo- other choke than to make the
gjzed to Mr. Howard and later stop and to make sure that we
on, I was told that Lt. Russel hadn't missed catching the sus-

pect. As then, we apologized as
we do now to the Howard family for any problem that might be
with her or them. We were only
doing our job and I'd hope that
our citizens including the
Howard family understand that
we have no intentions to harm
innocent people, but rather to
protect them even when we have
made a mistake," stated Sgt.
Tonseth.
The public should be aware
that these are nonnal police procedures designed to protect the
public while apprehending suspects.

SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER

AT ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN

MERCURY

James White, President
The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
Centers.
So the next time your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.

r-69-

-service includes:,

I
95 •Repace~andshoes
• Repack beannss 011 non
I
drive axles
I per axel • Resurf~rums/ro!OB
. • Inspect cafipers, Wheel
I Brake Special
Cytrders & hydraulics
I
•Actustandroadtest
I

:

r-,-5-;-0fferlncludes: l
I

I

I
I

L------------JL ___________ _J
II

s

~~56

•.Dr~~!treplace~10SI 1-800-69-11RE1

• FREE-12pt whicle
tv1ost cars and
.nspeclion
11 I'1 httr ks . .. F~E-41irel'Ola1lon
I I Lube8 Oil UC
& Filter• Insta ll newfilte~

I

I

R==~~

•lubricatechassos

ur

ou

NationwidP.
Service
Warranty

Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers InIan d
EmplreTlre,lnc.·

'

vw

HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE?
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS
NOW AT

$13,999

The-91 ·c ougar offers looks and distinctive style
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor.
STANDARD FEATURES
•IS" aluminum whetls
•Automatic overdrive transmission •AM/FM stereo cassette radio
•Power driver's seat
•Afr conditioner
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes •Electric rear window defroster
•Speed control
•Front and rear stabilizer bars
•Tilt steering wheel
•Interval windshield wipers
•Power lock/light groups
•Tinted glass
•And much more!

•3.8 V-6engine

$99 PER MONTH CAN DELNERANY ~W CAR
in our inventory on approv~_credit

Total Yehical and options'
------18,319
1,500
Ltss California discoune
Ltss option package discount' - - - - - - 850
- - - - - - 1,970
1.tSS dealer discount
Your price'

No Credit? First time buyer?
Credit Problems In The Past?
Call us at 393-9331. We can sel.l you a car!

--13,999

HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST!

,stN!.

-._:::-.

ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
714-889-3514

L-----''--------- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- --!,l..1----- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - ~ - -

Legals
The Black Voice News
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
{are) doing business as
COIN WASH
• 9226 Magnolia Aveaue
Riverside, CA 92503
• PISAKHA CHHIM
: 24536 Skyrock Dr.
Moreno VaDey, CA 925S6

This business Is conducted by
, an Individual.
/s/Plsakha Chhim
• , This realstrant CC11Dmenced to
transact business under the ·
' fictitious business name or
'
• names listed above on ~-92
' The ftlln& of this statement
.
, does not Itself authorize the
• , : " use In this state of a ftctltlous
, · business name In violation of
the rights of another under
• • federal, state, or common law
• {sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 9-01-92
I hereby cierdfy that this copy
! Is a correct copy of the original
5ta&enlent on tile In my office,
, WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.926402
p/9/10/17/24/,10/l/92
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
' NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
{are) doing business u
L&G
12490 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
LORENA P. GOMEZ
233S Sampson Ave.
: Corona, CA 91719

PageB-6
MIGUEL CORNEJO
233S Sampson Ave.
Coroaa, CA 91719
TIiis business Is conducted by
Co-Partners.
ls/Lwena P. Gomez
TIiis registrant commenced to
transact business under the
ftctltious business name or
names listed above on 8-25-92
TIie tiling of this statement
does not Itself authori:r.e the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 eL seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 9-9-92
I hereby cer11fy that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on tile In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.926606
pl9117/241,l0/1/8/92

Hurry -Up And
Reserve Your
Space For
Next Week's
Paper. For
Prices And
Deadline
Information
Call (714) 682-

6070.

Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. C ONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.926142
p/8/271,9/3/10/17192

County on 9/4/92.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of tbe original
statement on tile In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.926540
pl9110/17/24/,10/l/92

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
INLAND EMPIRE COUPON
EXPRESS
12240 Perris Blvd. Ste A300
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following pe..-i{s) Is
(are) doing business u
RCI I M&N PAKfNERS
3516 9th Street, Salte F
Riverside, CA 92501

CHRISTOPHER RALPH

SHARAR

RUFUS C. BARKLEY III
1727 Thurston Drive
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
JAMES T. ROUNTREE
75-243 Pepperwood Drive
Indian Wells, CA 92210

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT '
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
DIET PRO
DJ.E.T. PRO
DAILY INTELLIGENT
EATING TECHNIQUES
582 W. Foothlll Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

11429 Hubbard
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
a Individual.
ls/Chris R. Sharar
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 7-1-92
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorl:r.e the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on8/S/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the orlglnal
statement on tile In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.92S771
p/8/271,9/3/10/17/92

DARRELL A. BUTLER
3241 Alta Laguna
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

MARIANNE K. PIELIN
29645 Southwood Lane

ROBERT K. O'CONNOR
3954S Mlruol Drive
Redlands, CA 92373
This business Is amducted by

Highland, CA 92346
This business Is conducted by
an Individuals.
ls/Marianne K. Plelln
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names Usted above on NIA.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself autborlze the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside

ls/Rufus C. Barkley III
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 1/1/92
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authori:r.e the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 eL seq. B& P code)
Statanent flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 8/20/92
I hereby certify that this copy

a General Partnership.

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
OF: VIRGIE ALLEN,
also known as VIRGINIA

Thursday, September 17, 199i
ALLEN and VIRGINIA F.
ALLEN
CASE NUMBER: 64330
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent a-editors,
and persons who may be
otherwise Interested In the will
or estate, or both: VIRGIE
ALLEN, also known u
VIRGINIA ALLEN and
VIRGINIA F. ALLEN,
A PETITION has been flied
by: Public Administrator of
Riverside County In the
Superior Court of California,
County of: RIVERSIDE
THE PETITION requests
that: Public Administrator or
Riverside County be
appointed as personal
representative to administer
the estate of the decedent.
THE PETITION requests that
the decedent's WILL and
codicils, If any, be admitted to
probate. The wUI and any
codicils are available for
examination In the file kept by
the court.
THE PETITION requests
authority to administer the
estate under the Independent
Administration Estates Act.
(This authority wUI allow the
personal representative to take
many actions without
obtaining court approval.
Before taking certain very
Important actions, however,
the personal representative
wUI be required to give notice
to Interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.) The Independent
administration authority will
be granted unless an Interested
person flies an objection to the
petition and shows good cause

why the court should not grant
the authority.
A HEARING on the petition
will be held on: September 23,
1992 at: 9:30 a.m. In Dept: 1
located at: 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501
IF YOU OBJECT to the
granting or the petition, you
should appear at the hearing
and state your objections or
tile written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be In person
or by your attorney.
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR
or a contingent creditor of the
deceased, you must file your
dalm with the court and mail
a copy to the personal
representative appointed by
the court within four months
from the date of first Issuance
or letters as provided In
section 9100 of the California
Probate Code. The time for
filing claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file
kept by the
Ir you are a
person Interested In the estate,
you may tile with the court a
formal Request for Special
Notice of the tiling or an
Inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any petition
or account as provided In
section 1250 of the California
Probate Code. A Request for
Special Notice form Is
avallable from the court clerk.
Attorney for petitioner
SWARNER & FITZGERALD
3403 Tenth Street, 7th Floor
P.O. Box827
Riverside, CA 92502
This notice was malled on
August 27, 1992

David B. Bowker
Riverside, California
lp/9/3/10/17/92
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
{are) doing business as
" P & E" SMARTYBALLOONS
13135 Heacock St. #136
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
LYNELL.M. PALMER
13135 Heacock St. #136
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business Is conducted by

an Individual.
ls/Lynell M . Palmer
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is 8/26/92.
The filing or this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
{sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 8/26/92
I hereby certify tbat this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.926293
pl8/27/,9/3/10/17192

court.
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Classifieds
HELP
WANTED
* AIRLINE JOBS*
Flight attendants &
Other Occupations.
Alrllnes now hiring.
Call 1-800-998-0720.
Ext. A2000 CA.

resource and referral
for
Infants / children
Diamond Health care
with
dlsabllltles;
seeking RN'S, CNA's,
Newsletter
writing/
LYN'S, Home Health
editing;
Computer
Aides (714) 274 - 9513.
Skills;
Spanish
speaking
(Desired).
PART-TIME
For an application call
RESOURCE
the Famlly Resource
Center at 787-6513 by
SPECIALIST
9/23/92. EOE.
$8-11.00 per hour
(10-20 hrs. per wk.)
Experience
In

MEDICAL

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

PSYCHIATRIC
ABUSE OF
INSURANCE
FRAUD!

for CATV service tech.
Must have 2 to 4 years
exp. In distribution,
CLI, RF meters, etc.
Good benefits. Apply
at 4240 N. Hallmark
Pkwy. 9-4 M-F. Drug
screen req. EOE. -

Anyone
having
knowledge of abuse
or fraudulent bllllng
practices at local
psychiatric facllltles
or private Institutions
call
citizens
commission
on
human rights at 1-800869-CCHR Now.

SUPERVISOR
OF
MAINTENANCE/
OPERATIONS &
GROUNDS

yCard

gra ua on.
years of
experience In the
construction trades/
skllled maintenance
occupations.
Excellent
fringe
benefits available.
Salary $2,373-$2,996
mo. Written test wm
be
administered.
Deadline to apply:
September 23, 1992,
4:30 p.m. Apply to:
Perris Union High
SChool District .
1151 North "A" Street
Perris, CA 92570
(714) 943-6369, Ext. 20

ROOMMATE
WANTED

Male or female to
(FULL-TIME, TWELVE share 3 bdnn home In
MONTH
SB with 2 adults. Full
MANAGEMENT
house
privileges.
ASSIGNMENT)
$350 per month plus
Requires equivalent to $400 deposit. Call
hi h
school 888-4571 ask for earl.

VICTOR VALLEY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISmlCT
Appllcatlons are being accepted for the
followlng positions:
Dean, Student ~evelopment
Under general direction, to plan,
organize, coordinate, direct and
' evaluate the programs and staff for the
District Counseling, matrlculatlon and
Transfer program,s and to do related
work as required. The Dean serves as a
member of the Student Services
leadersh_lp team.
1

lbuNeed.

To recruit, assist, maintain records,
complete reports, and counsel .with the
assess needs of dlsabled students.
participate In full-time faculty
responsibilities.

INSTRUCTOR,
ENGLISH/JAPANESE (FULUTIME
TENURE TRACK)

The Pacific Bell Calling Card. One Card For Convenient Calling.
With the Pacific Bell Calling Card, making calls away from home has never been easier. You
don't have to memorize a long_list of random numbers because your calling card number is your
telephone number plus a 4-digit PIN code that you can choose yourself. So you don't even'have
to carry your card to enjoy the convenience of using it. And, since the Pacific Bell Calling Card
is accepted by the major long distance carriers, you can make telephone calls from just about
anywhere:" without having to dial any confusing access codes, So, whether you're calling
around the corner or around the world, the Pacific Bell Calling Card is the only,card you need.
No need to hassle with multiple calling cards, The choice is clear.
For more information, or to order your card, call 1-800-PAC-BELL, EXT. 354.
*!mer-service area. interstate and international calls are carried by a long-distance carrier.

0 N E E A SY N U M B E R. 0 N E E A S Y C A R D.
TELESIS@SERVICES I I I
() 1992 Pacific Bell

I•••

DSPS COUNSELOR
SABBATICAL REPLACEMENT SPRING 1993 ONLY}

PACIFICCBELL@
A Pacific Telesis Com pany

property. Ask for
Beverly (714) 7801633.

Inland
Empire
Houses For

FIRST TIME
BUYERS

--------•I
Sale

Buying a home can be
a scary process. I'd
llke
to
share
Information regarding
real estate. Being
educated and having
an understanding of
the market and Loan
Process wlll give you
a foundation for
making good solid
decisions regarding
your future. There will
be 'no obllgatlon or
pressure,
only
conversation. Please
Call Beverly at 7801633.

$91,500- 1992 sq. ft., 5
bdrm 1 3/4 bath,
famlly room with
fl replace,
famlly
kitchen.
$114,900 - excellent
condition, manicured
yard, 1100 sq ft. 3
bdrom 1 3/4 bath ,
seller offers buy
down.
$158,000 - Foreclosure
- need quick sale, 1/2
acre horse property,
1700 sq ft. 4 bdrm 1
3/4 bath, fam room
with fireplace. Needs
TLC.

NEW!!! 3 BDRM, 2 BA,
home In Riverside,
central A/C, fireplace,
Special assistance 1st
time buyer, 3% down.
$225 ,000 - 1 acre can (714) 686-2857 or
horse property 2,500 {714) 736-8102.
sq ft. - custom home 4
bdrm 2 1/2 bath, fam
room with fire place,
kitchen with nook ,
fenced.

FOR SALE

$229,000 - Custom
home 2,900 + sq ft , 3
bdrm, 2 bath, 3
flreplaces, private
patio with spa, office
and study, horse

1,570 sq ft. 4 BR, 2BA.
New Kit, Baths &
Roof. Lg. encl. Patio &
Den, Dining Rm, Lg.
Lot . Call (714) 6213442. $97,500

Im on't work up a sweat just yet. We'~ not asking anyone to race
IIU over to the bank and pull out their life savings.
Instead, we're inviting you to participate in our lOKRun. Or our

SK Run. Or even our SK Walk_ Because you'll be suppotling Chrysalis,
a non-profit assistance agency that helps homeless people find jobs and

Instruction In freshmen and sophomore
English courses wlll be the primary
responslblllty; to develop a first - year
elementarY_r-r9gram In J~anese.

DIVERS TY FACULTY INTERN
PROJECT

'
i

To gain Instructional experience at the
college level by teaching one class with
a Victor Valley college mentor/Instructor
In the spring semester.
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS:FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23,
1992 AT 5:00 PM
To receive applications materials
contact:
Victor Valley College, Personnel Office
18422 Bear Valley Rod., Victorville, CA
92392
(619) 245-4271 ext. 500
(EEO Employer)

provides them with safe, affordable housing.
You can run individually, or as part of a three to live person team.
Plus, there's prize money and a vacation up for
grabs, to make you move even faster to enter.
Just call us today at (213) 895-7524.
Chrysalis' 6th Annual Run for the Homeless.
Register now. Then give us everything you've got

oPO N SO R ED BY

LATHAM II WATKINS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

(z,KABC•TV

